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WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It's So

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, MARCH 7, 191 1

REORGAN IZATIQN
OF THE HOUSE
COMPLETED

see, Randall, Louisiana, or Sparkman,
N
Florida.
Revision of the Laws Watklns,
Louisiana.
Territories Lloyd, Missouri, If not
given the postofflce.
War Claims Sims, Tennessee.
The new rules committee is almost
a complete transformation from the
present one.
!

CITY EDITION"

FRENCH AVIATOR BALLINGER OUT INTERVENTION BY
ANNEXES PRIZE
OF

$20,000

AS SECRETARY

UNITED STATES

OF INTERIOR

EXPECTED

MILLIONS FOR COLUMBIA
New York March 7. Girts amount
ing to nearly $2,000,000 were announc
ed at the meeting ot tne trustees oi

jSUPREME TEST

Columbia
University
yesterday
Among the largest was $330,000 from
an anonymous donor, to the school
of architecture. Sums of $750,000 and
$693,000 from the estates of the late
John Stewart Kennedy and George
Crocker, on account of bequests pre
IM-viously announced, were included in PRESIDENT TAFT ORDERS
the list.
MEDIATE
MOBILIZATION
OF

FOR THE ARMY
AND NAVY

DEMOCRATS

MEET OtfjQ SELECT PLAGUE SCARE RUSSIAN TRICK RENAUX SOARS TO SUMMIT OF HIS
RESIGNATION.
TENDERED THE MOVEMENT OF AMERICAN
OJF IMPORTANT
SOME TIME AGO, WAS ACPUY DE DOME MOUNTAIN
Pekin, March 7. The fear of Rus
TROOPS TO MEXICAN BORDER
"
sian aggression is increasing here as
COMMITTEES, .
CEPTED' TODAY'
WITH EASE- CAUSES THIS BELIEF
BIG FIGHTING FORCE
a result of reports published In Rus
MANN LIKELY TO REMAIN
Santa Fe, N. M., March 7. As the
TEXAN HEADS THE RULES sian newspapers and reprinted In HAD A COMPANION WITH HIM SUCCESSOR IS APPOINTED MANY FLEE ACROSS THE
Pekln. These reports exaggerate the
LINE term of District
Attorney George S. TEXAS ASSEMBLAGE PLACE
dangers from, the plague, higher class
Klock of Albuquerque has now ex
LLOYD OF MISSOURI, SLATED TO Chinese say, so that European mili
ALTITUDE ATTAINED IWAS 4,800 WALTER L. FISHER OF CHICAGO, WEALTHY
AMERICAN AND MEX pired. Governor Mills is free to ap TWENTY THOUSAND
TROOPS, TO- ary occupation may be justified. Dis
. SUCCEED
HAMILTON ON
CHOSEN BY PRESIDENT
point Judge E. A. Mann in his place, GETHER WITH
FEET AND DISTANCE
ICAN
FAMILIES
FEAR
CRUISER SQUAO-ROpatches from Harbin say Russian mili
TERRITORIES
despite the decision of the supreme
TAFT FOR PLACE
217 MILES
INSURRECTOS
men
are
ON
THE MOVE
tary
advocating occupation.
court, and there will be therefore no
The Vladlvostock newspapers printin diBtrict attorneys, unless
change
SENIORITY WAS RESPECTED warnings of the danger of a Boxer up TIME CONSUMED SIX3H0URS
ROMINENT AS A REFORMER REBELS KEEP THEIR HANDS OFF Governor Mills so desires.
THE TRIAL ISA UNIQUE ONE
rising, but the Chinese government
MEMBERS NAMED IN THE ORDER says the entire country Ib under con
FAILED OF CONFIRMATION
trol. The measures taken to combat BIRDMAN STEERED AIR CRAFT CLEAN POLITIC8 IS THE NEW DO NOT ATTACK MINING CAMP,
CHIEF EXECUTIVE TO REFUTE
OF THEIR LENGTH OF
7.
March
Nomina
Washington,
CABINET
HOBBY
OFFICER'S PET
SAFELY IN HIGHLY SENSAthe plague beyond Harbin are not yet
WHEN TOLD FOREIGNERS
CHARGES OF OUR UNPRE.
tions for seventy-on- e
officers, of
SERVICE
HEAD OF VOTERS' LEAGUE
TIONAL FLIGHT
satisfactory to the Russian governOWN PROPERTY
which sixty-onPAREDNESS FOR WAR
are postmasters, failed
ment and the frontier Is still closed
of confirmation in the last session of
Washington, March 7. The rules to Chinese. Outbreaks In Manchuria
Clermont-Ferrand- ,
Washington, March 7. Secretary of
El Paso, Tex., March 7. American congress. Two negro appointees head
France, March
Washington, March 7. In answer
committee, one of the most power- are
to the distress
anticipated,
the
owing
Interior Richard A. Ballinger has intervention is on every Hp
as the list. They are William H. Lewis to charges that the United States
.Aviator Renaux, flying at St.
ful of the house committees of the
today
occasioned by the long stoppage of
L. Fisher, of Chi the result of the United States
Sixty-secon- d
Cloud today, landed on the summit resigned. Walter
gov of Boston, assistant attorney general, army Is not prepared for actual war
congress, with Repre- transportation and the
In- for
in political ernment
consequent
cago,
years
prominent
ordering additional troops to and James C. Napier of Tennessee, fare and that it Is lacking in every
sentative Robert L. Henry of Waco, terfence with trade.
of Puy de Dome mountain, thereby reform
work and president of the ward the Mexican border.
register of the treasury.
essential that goes to make up a forTex., at lta head, was formally sewinning the special Michelin prize of Legislative Voters' League, has been
Mall advices from Parral say that
lected by the new house ways and
midable defensive force, the general
$20,000. Renaux carried a companion, named as his successor.
last Sunday lnsurrectos surrounded
means committee at Its first meetstaff, by action of President Taft, has
The secretary's letter of resignation the American
WATER INTO NEW
and his flight was highly sensationordered a magnificent test ot the
ing held late yesterday.
mining camp of Ell CURRY WILL TRAVEL
s
dated January 19. The resignation Rayo, Chihuahua, and were about to
al.
The following were announced as
whole machinery controllng the mo
was based entirely on the condition attack It when the
the seven democratic members:
bile army on a scale greater than
The prize was for the first air man
manager, James
RESERVOIR TOMORROW
of his health. The president replied, Colbath, sent a
WITH TJOOSEVELT ever before attempted in time of
Robert Lee Henry, Texas; Edward
messenger to explain
peace
ho, with a companion, would fly In
expressing his confidence in Secretary that Americans owned the entire propW. Pou, Smlthfield, N. C; Thomas
in this country.
six
hours
from
to
Paris
summit
the
tiis
W. Hardwick, Sandsrsville, Ga.; Au- OPENING OF BIG STORAGE BA.
Ballinger, his reluctance to accept
erty. The lnsurrectos then rati red THE
Conforming as nearly as possible
INVITED
TO
of Puy de Dome mountain, 4,800 feet resignation and requested the secre
gustus O. Stanley, Henderson, Ky.;
to war conditions, Involving hostili
SIN UP CANYON TO BE MADE
They were well armed and mounted.
BE GUEST OF
high, after circling the steeple of the tary to remain in office until the close
Finis J. Garrett, Dresden, Tenn.; M.
ties in advance of a formal declara
NOTABLE EVENT
ON FORTHCOMING TOUR
conSixty-firsof
the
t
session
the
of
D. Foster, Olney, 111., and Matthew
cathedral at Clermont-Ferrantion of war, the president gave the
a disMany Are Fleeing
R-- Denter,
gress.
word last night, and within a few moNaco, Ariz., March 7. According to
Wlllngton, O.
1 omorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock tance of 217 miles.
El Paso, Tex., March 7. George ments messages were flying over the
The committee will consist of 11 F. H. Pierce will
Immediately on adjournment of con- William Rynerson, a son of former
his
on
hands,
spit
gress, Secretary Ballinger renewed territorial Senator Rynersou, ol New Curry, former governor of New Mex country, ordering the assemblage ot
members. The 4 republicans will be
tighten up his belt one notch and
SMALLPOX IN COUNTY
the request that he be relieved at a Mexico, who arrived here yesterday ico and Rough Rider with Roosevelt twenty thousand troops in the Dechosen later, along with the other turn a lever that will allow
60,000,000
Despite the fact that several cases date suiting the president's conveni from the vicinity of the El Tl?.rs in Cuba, has left for Washington partment of Texas. This practically
republican personnal of committees gallons of water to rush down a
pipe of smallpox have existed in various ence, but
his is
of the new house.
immediately If possible. To- mine, many Americans and prominent to join Colonel Roosevelt on
of the entire army of the
line from the mountain reservoirs of
of the county during the past day President Taft sent a letter, for Mexican families are fleeing from the swing around the circle. Including United States, including troops In the
parts
The ways and means committee, the Agua Pura
company and Into the several weeks. Las
Vegas and Bast mally accepting his resignation and country, because of the lnsurrerti nc- visits to El Paso and Albuquerque. Philippines and other Insular posses
which is charged under caucus dic- new reservoir of that
corporation In
The former Rough Rider will accom sions.
tum with the function of selecting the the Peterson canyon. The ceremony Las Vegas have 'both been entirely announced the appointment of Mb suc tivity.
pany Roosevelt on bin trip as far as
free from the disease. This Has been cessor. Mr. Flsh- - will tmke office in I
The navy is to play its part also
to
now
is
empowered
committees,
will be witnessed by a- group of repand will attend the for and a formidable fleet of armored '
Albuquerque'
ac
a
efficient
to
due
and
few
the
prompt
days.
name the chairman, but it recom- resentative Las Vegas men, who have
TURNS DOWN RAILROADS
mal Invitation to him to attend the cruisers,
The correspondence between the
supplemented by the auxilia
mended to the new rules committee been Invited by Mr. Pierce to be pies-- tion of the authorities on both sides
Washington, March 7. Denial ot Rough Rider reunion which la to be ries necessary; for the successful
and
of the river. In
side
West
the
the
mainsecretary,
president
retiring
that it elect Mr. Ulenry chairman, ent.
of
official
of
the
the
request
held there on March 15, after Colonel tenance of a hostile naval force on
railways
schools a strict watch has been kept shows beyond question the confito
designation
classification territory that thev be Roosevelt
which la tantamount
Construction work on the dam has
arrives
Former the coast of an enemy, will take it
here.
by the teachers who have been re- dence which Mr. Taft has reposed in
at this time.
Governor Curry Is a close personal place off the Texas shore line. These
been in progress since early last fall. sponsible for a thorough Investigation Mr. Ballinger throughout the long permitted voluntarily to Buspend
advances in class freight rates, friend of Colonel Roosevelt and was
The members were named in order Both day and night shifts were em- into the cause of the absence of
cruisers comprise the present fifth
any siege and the Indignation with which
of their seniority of service. Hard- ployed in an effort to bring the dam child from school- The sisters In he has viewed the attacks on the from March 15 until November 1, appointed a governor In the Phi'lp-pin- e division of the Atlantlo fleet now at
comhad served to as speedy completion as possible-Thnext, was made by the interstate
and Stanley
wick
Islands and later governor of New York, namely the Flagship Ten
charge of the convent on thu West secretary's personal and official in merce commission late
In, Js'ew Mexico by him. His home now
yesterday.
in congress the same period and
reservoir was finished at a most side,
'
nessee, the Montana, the North Caro
deny that the little girl who tegrity.
f Mpfism
Foster and opportune time as all the Agua Pura
ho aorvino
decision announced In the is Tularosa, N. M., whore he Is en- lina and the
the
co
fullest
went
"I
the
her
have
Las
from
had
Washington, all power
opportun
Vegas
rate cases' ten days ago the commis- gaged in the real estate and cattlo ful cruisers of 14,500 tons displaceDenter ihas been identical and to company's dams are brimming full recently
in Chaperito and took 111 with ity," the president eays In his lethome
sion directed that the propose! tarltt business.
choose the priority of rank of these After the new reservoir has been
ment, in command of
was a pupil in their school. ter, "to know you, to know your
In each case, the members of the filled melting enow in the mountains smallpox
advancing rates be annulled on or
to
the
service
of
Sydney A. Staunton.
standards
govern
from
recovered
The
has
child
already
before March 10. If this dl'0';tion
ways and means committee drew lots, will quickly replace the water turned
The military force will establish
ON JAUNT
COMMISSIONERS
thrives in cold ment and to the public, to know your were not followed the commission andisease.
the
Smallpox
Into it from the other storage places. weather and Las
resulting in the order given.
at San Antonio under
ad
eshave
how
know
to
you
commis
headquarters
the
This
motives,
county
morning
Vegas, having
nounced that on that date It would
These constitute the tentative list
The new reservoir will guarantee
know
to
command
and
the
of Major General Wiloffice
ministered
a
the
disease
cases
into
took
your
of
the
sioners
country
during
trip
any
caped
Issue an order recalling the rates
of chairmanships, some of them be- to Las Vegas plenty of clear, pure
asH.
have
who
liam
reasonassistant chief of
those
motives
Carter,
can
feel
of
the
the past two weeks,
and putting into effect for at least to view the sites of the bridges which
ing fully assured:
water at all seasons of the year and
assisted
several brigadier
of
sailed
remainder
staff,
by
residents
for
safe
you.
been
the
have
by
during
petitioned
two years the existing rates.
Fitzgerald, New obviate danger of a water famine, no ably
Appropriations
"I do not hesitate to say you have
the spring.
of the county. One of the proposed generals, who will command the brigYork.
matter how dry the season.
been the object of one of the most
bridges is to be located on the Hot ade Into which the grand division
Underwood, Ala.
f' Ways and Means
de
the
for
conspiracies
unscrupulous
Springs road near the Montezuma ho- will be divided. These brigades will
'
'
'
bama.
PLANNED TO KILL TAFT
famation of character, that history CUSCH'S CELEBRATE
tel. The other crosses the Pecos Ar- be placed at strategic points throughMARKET
THE WOOL
Rules Henry, Texas.
can show."
Spokane, Wash., March 7. CapAlamos out the department of Texas, includroyo on the Las Vegas-Lo- s
Judiciary Clayton, Alabama.
tured just when plans for assassinatThe president declares that "every
ing not only the Mexican border
road.
ANNIVERSARY
GOLDEN
. Adamson,
Interstate Commerce
of my nature rebels against
fibre
ing Mayor N. S. Pratt are thought to
towns, to which particular attention
walkof
After their morning
riding,
CONTINUESjiTAGNANT such
Georgia.
have reached maturity, John Steele
will be given, but also at Galveston
hypocrisy, (referring to the at
on
banks
the
about
and
climbing
ing
Foreign Affairs Flood, Virginia.
and Satuart Moffat, now in the city
tacks on Ballinger's character) and AT BREWER'S PASADENA MAN- of tb Callinas and Pecos arroyo the and other important sea ports.
SITUATION AS nerves me to
Military Affairs Hay, Virginia.
The orders contemplate the assign
fight such a combination
jail, are considered by the police as DEALERS REGARD
SION, GIFTS WORTH HALF
commissioners decided to take a vaPublic Lands Robinson, Arkansas. the murderers of Captain John T. SulUNSETTLED AND UNSATISand such methods to the bitter end,
ment
to General Carter's command
afternoon.
IN
ROLL
the
cation
MILLION
They
during
Naval Affairs Habgett, Tennessee. livan and accomplices in a plot to kill
FACTORY
lest success la this Instance may
will meet tomorrow morning at 10 of fifteen regiments of infantry, five
Virginia.
Insular Affairs Jones,
form a demoralizing precedent. But
President Taft.
troops of cavalry and two or three
Pasadena, Calif. March 7. What o'clock In their chambers at the court
Indian Affairs Stephens, Texas
This is the statement Captain of
of field artillery. In addition
marpersonal consideration for you and
7. The wool
corps
March
commission
the
is
It
house.
Boston,
possible
most
goldLloyd,
elaborate
Territories
to
said
be the
Pwtffice or
Detectives Martin J. Burns issued last ket continues very quiet, with sellers yours, makes me feel I have no right is
two
full
regiments of coast artillery
at
to
time
ask
that
en wedding anniversary ever cele- ers may be ready
Missouri.
after a long conference with willing to make, concessions and few to ask you for further sacrifices.
will be transformed
Into infantry,
'night
the
Louiconstruction
of
for
for
the
bids
took
brated anywhere in the world,
Banking and Currency Pujo,
The president further declares it
Chief of Police Doust.
ori- which will be a novel departure In
transfers at any price.
Operations
was
it
Mrs.
Mr.
planned
and
although
with
bridges,
here
today,
siana.
me Is evident, that he, himself, has been place
The arrest of the two men was principally are in quarter-bloo- d
military practice. It Is the intention
Adolphus Busch, as the central ginally to allow this proceeding to go
Pensions Richardson, Alabama.
and
says
attack
of
ultimate
the
object
"Until
last
at
made
Friday
to have the entire force assembled
night.
Ohio
Friday
with
selling
of
dlums,
fleeces,
the
over
until
Carolina.
a
was
event
meeting
Soutlh
April
regular
The
reign
truly
Printing Finley,
"the 27 cents and Minnesota at from 2 that to insist on Mr. Ballinger's re- figures.
declared
Burns,
Captain
night,"
costthe board. The Pecos bridge at San within five days. As a matter of fact,
of gold. The most beautiful and
Agriculture iLever, South Carolina,
were to wait after the city elec- to 23 cents. Operations in territory maining in office "with the prospect
plana
a
Jose also will be considered with the the great body of troops already has
is
diadem,
is sel- ly of the many presents
or BealL Texas.
tion to kill the' mayor. That night wools are still confined to small lets, of further efforts against you,
hus
two bridges whose sites were viewed begun to move, two cavalry regiments
her
Busch
Mrs.
Pennsylvania.
by
presented
Census Wilson,
fishly to impose on you more of a
our men heard Steele make his re- Montana fine staple selling at 21
of
Alabama.
St this morning, Engineer George E. having started last night from Forts
band, the millionaire brewer
Immigration Burnett,
to Moffatt after a visit to the cents. New Arizona wool Is being burden than I ought to impose."
port
studded
crown
of
Morrison having been s nt to the site Oglethorpe and McPherson, Georgia.
Louisa
and
is
Expositions
gold,
It
Industrial Arts
Secretary Ballinger bade goolbye
cents with few in
Pratt home. In which he said that offered at 20
valued
and
and
last
diamonds
week by the commissioners to This large force probably will remain
with
pearls
Alabama.
the
Heflin,
was guarded day and nieht. quiries, There is no interest here as to his fellow cabinet officers at
house
to;the
Ohio,
feait
an Investigation and report to In Texas several weeks at least.
make
a
At
wedding
Invalid Pensions Ansberry,
As he was leav- at $200,000.
In the new clip. The local deaiers White House today.
Mrs.
yet
Busch
board.
mansion,
the
at
the
York.
night
or Lindley. New
he said:
-!ITALIAN AUTHOR DEAD
GARDEN MAKING BEGUN
regard the situation as unsettltid and ing,
fr -"
for two Buech will be crowned and glvea a
I
have
than
Irrigation Smith, Texas,
better
feel
"I
March 7. Anton Fogazza- miniaIn
Garden making his been begun by unsatisfactory.
a
.
on
Venice,
.. .
husband
Canals
Korbly.
a
her
nil
seat beside
..ill. Ji.al
1x1 vein
jum.
tor
seaue,
I
leave
shall
EXECUTED
YOUTHS
TWO
the
yars.
and
rlo, the author, died today after a
many Las Vegas people
ture throne. The present received
diana.
as soon as I possibly can."
7.
murder
For
are
the
March
Illness. Recently he underwent
a
selling
largo
merchants
Boston,
half
at
long
Bay
valued
are
they
NAVY LEAGUE IN SESSION
by the couple
Private Land Claims Carter, Okla,
A. Landregan, a wealthy an operation for cancer of the liver.
of the seeds of the hardier
Thomas
of
quantities
dollars.
million
.Los Angeles, March 7- The Navy
noma.
shoe manufacturers, and a patrolman, All Italy is in mourning. Expressions
or Collier vegetables,1 the variety that may be
50,000 MAY GO ON STRIKE
of the United States, which
Mileage Denter, Ohio,
League
more
from
James H. Carroll, of Lynn, in a day of grief have been received
early. There will bo
be
7.
will
planted
vote
A
New York, March
BIG'SMELTER TO CLOSE
has for its object the awakening of
Mississippi.
Wassilll Ivankowski, King Victory Emmanuel and even from
, rlbbery,
Texas. than the usual amount of seed plantlight
a
of
7.
General
the
on
Slayden,
Railroads
March
question
Tex..
El Paso.
in all taken tonight
Paciflo
interest and
22 years old, and Andrl Ipsen 19 years cardinals and bishops,
ed this year, the merchants believe public
despite the
to improve and dev- general strike of the 50,000 teamsters Manager Earle of the El Paso smelter
matters
Patents Sulzer, New York.
tending
Is
were
blue
being
Charles
fact
were
that
the
Italian's
grass ,
the
electrocuted
at
writings
South Considerable
old,,
will
shut
Johnson.
with
grocery
announces that the smelter
Manufacturers
the naval forces of the United in New York in sympathy
His
best
mid
unorthodox.
considered
ton
sown and work on lawns and flower elop
state
after
prison shortly
went out down within the next five days on
Carolina.
States, began its annual convention wagon drivers who recently
soon.
was
known
"II
Mr.
will
On
beds
June
Santo,"
novel,
25,
begun
placed
night.
Saturday,
Johnson,
ore
to
get
TMstrict of Columbia
In this city today with many delegates in demand for uniform hours. The account of the Inability
Patrol under the ban by the holy see.
vote will follow a last attempt from Mexico. The smelter is owned Landregan accompanied by
will
strike
convention
The
attendance.
in
Kentucky.
CONFERENCE
URGES
re
DIX
was
a
as
man
Carroll
to
bodyguard,
Yort
New
Clalms-Goldfth erocery drivers today to by the Guggenheim Interests, and
N- - Y., March 7.
Governor direct specla attention to the needs hv
facFRENCH OFFICER MURDERED
a
to
his
bank
from
Albany,
Lynn
A
world.
turning
In
the
President,
the
with
employ the second largest
Election of'
of the Pacific coast and the naval pro- reach a settlement
before
that
March 7. The
the
Dlx
In
hope
Morocco,
a
Melllla,
the
expresses
weekly
out tory carrying
Missouri.
bag,
Etc-Ru- cker,
blems which will arise on the com- ers. They will announce the result total of 1,800 men will be thrown
have
will
a
mission
week
this
chief
French
of
of
the
ac
end
'Three
plan
men
the
military
about
$4,500.
ot
Florida.
cent
payroll,
ark,
It
of employment
Eighty per
Merchant Marine-Clcanal. The of at a general meeting, and should
at Fez, was killed today by a son
been formulated for holding another pletion of the Panama
behind.
or
them
from
costed
Landregan
Mexico,
from
come
ores
Arkansas,
treated
leaders
the
the
say they
are: President, be unfavorable
Militia Floyd.
conference to discuss the senatorial ficers of the league
Carroll were shot dead and the of the Moorish minister ot war, beOhio.
Tru will tie up all the trucking business and not one ton has been received and
Horace
to
Porter;
caucus
to
a
had caused the
Illinois. situation preliminary
from that source In the past five murderers seizing the bag, hurried cause a French, officer
P. 'n the city. Including the longshore
Mine and Mining Foster.
in the place of man H. Newberry, and treasurer, J.
soldiers.
ot
candidate
two
a
execution
native
select
Texas.
'
away.
".:
weeks.
men.
d.mi. Buildings Shepard, Tennes- - William F. Sheehan. Morgan, jr.
on.
Harbors-MoRivers and
CHAIRMEN
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NO SENATORS TO
MAKE LECTURE

MS
SUMMER

MUST
CHAUTAUQUAS
GET ALONG THIS YEAR WITHOUT SUCH ORATORS

Washington, March 7. Senators and
representatives who devote their summers in chautauqua work have spent
the last few days in counting up the
money they might have made but
won't because of the extra session.
One lawmaker figured out that six
senators and representatives
would
lose something like $25,000 by the
president's extra term announcement.
It may never be known just how many
offers were turned out by farsighted
legislators who foresaw a summer in
Washington.
it Is
Champ Clark, speaker-elec- t,
said, is the heaviest loser. The
0
had hoped to make about
by a season on the platform. In
the Christmas recess it 1b reported
Clark drew down about $5,000 for a
short series of lectures.
Representative Ollie James of Kentucky will have to get along without
$5,000 which he would earn with his
voice the coming summer. He Is a
member of the new ways and means
committee and will have to stay on
the Job in Washington and help frame
the tariff law.
Representative Frank Nye of Minnesota has offers totaling
approximately $1,000 for Chautauqua wrok
which he will have to forego.
Senator La Follette and Senator
Tillman have been In poor health for
the last year and were not expecting
to deliver more than a few lectures,
but the extra session, it is estimated,
will cut down their income this year
by at least $5,000 each.
Senatpr Owen of Oklahoma is a specialist on reform talks. He will probably be about $1,000 o"t- because of
bis senatorial duties,
Thsre Is one statesman who welcomes the extra session. He Is one
of the best "cards" In the chautauqua
days former Senator Albert Beyer-Idg- e
of Indiana and his freedom this
summer will be worth about $8,000 to
him.
Mis-souri-

$10,-00-

INTEREST IN POOL MATCH
New York, March 7. Admirers of
.the game of pool in this city, and,
are
in fact, all over the country,
Interested in the contest for
the
world's championship title between
Alfred De Oro, of this city and Thos.
Hueston of St Louis, which begins at
Doyle's Academy tonight. According
to the conditions of the contest, the
men are to play three sessions, on
different nights, each of 200 balls.
The contest is expected to be close
and Interesting, for De Oro and Hues-ton- ,
have shown In the previous struggles for the title that they are evenly matched. The winner of the contest will be called upon to defend
the title against Jerome K. Keough
of Rochester, who lost the championship to IDe Oro last December.

and I GIFT FOR POPE
Politicians.. PIUS X. BEING
r...

Monster Engines With Which the Santa Fe
is Equipping its Western Freight Service

I Politics

'

.

V

Amarillo is the latest city in Texas to adopt the commission plan or
government
Kansas City has already begun its
fight for the democratic national con'
vention for 1912.
Luke Lea, the new United States
senator from Tennessee, is barely past
the age limit of 30 years which the
constitution imposes upon senators-Franci- s
Pendleton, the new Judge
of the supreme court of New York,
is a son of the late George H. Pendleton, United States senator from
Ohio.

The new United States senate will
of 41 democrats, 33
"regular" republicans and 12 "insurgent" republicans.
John D. Works of California, is the
oldest among the new members of
the United States senate.
He was
born in Indiana 64 years ago this
month.
The withdrawal of Mayor Head of
Louisville has left
Mo
Creary and William Addams, of
the only avowed candidates
for the, democratic
gubernatorial
nomination in Kentucky.
Senator Bourne of Oregon, one of
the progressive members of tie .upper house, is expected to succeed
Senator Penrose of Pennsylvania, as
chairman of the senate committee on
be composed

Cyn-thtan- a,

postofflces.

Former Mayor Tom L. Johnson of
Cleveland, who has been regarded as
the leader of the Bryan democracy In
Ohio, has given his friends to understand that he will support Governor
Harmon for president.
James A. Reed, the new United
States senator from Missouri, was
born In Ohio and lived several years
in Iowa before locating In Kansas
City, where he began his public career as prosecuting attorney.
The woman suffrage parade in New
York City next month is planned to
exceed anything of the kind ever
given in the United States. The evolution of woman from the sedan chair
days to the present athletic age wl'l
be shown ju the procession.
James E. Martlne, the new United
States senator from New Jersey, 3
of French extraction on his father's
and German ancestry on his mother's
side. Senator Martine's wife Is the
granddaughter of the late Jacob Loril-larthe founder of the family which
has made millions out of the tobacco Industry in America.
The fourteen lawyers picked out to
compose the democratic end of the
ways and means committee in the
congress are divided between North and South as follows:
From the South Oscar W. Underwood, Alabama; Choice B. Randall,
Texas; William G. Brantley, Georgia;
Dorsey W. Shackleford, Missouri; Ollie M. James,
Kentucky; Claude
Kitchin, North Carolina, and Cordell
Hull, Tennessee. From the North
Francis Burton Harrison, New York;
Lincoln Dixon, Indiana; Henry T.
Rainey, Illinois; Wlnfleld S. Hammond,
Hughes.
Minnesota; Wm.
New Jersey; Andrew J. Peters, Mass'
achusetts, and A. Mitchell Palmer,
Pennsylvania

d,
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CATHOLIC CLERGY WOULD HONOR HEAD OF CHURCH
WITH
CONTRIBUTION
MONSTER
New York, March 7. At the next
meeting of the archbishops of tht
United States, Cardinal Gibbons will
bring to their attention the plan,
which has already met with wide approval in Roman Catholic ecclesiastical circles, of a yearly contribution
to the pope by the clergy of this country. The. proposed gift is not in any
way connected with the Peter's pence
collection, taken up yearly In the
churches, which concerns the laity
alone, but is to be made by the priests
and bishops.
This year has been chosen as most
aproprlate for inaugurating this cus
torn because the ordinary sources of
revenue for the Vatican will be curtailed to a certain extent because
Pope Pius X has declared that there
will be no consistory, no pilgrimages
and no solemn receptions In Rome
this year as a protest against the civil
celebration of the fiftieth anniversary
of the first Italian parliament and the
beginning of the end for the papal
states. Gifts made by pilgrims to the
pope form a respectable part of the
revenues required to carry on the ad
affairs
ministration of the Vatican
and it Is argued by promoters of the
contribution that a special gift this
year will be most timely.
The proposed gift Is to come wholly
from the clergy and is to be a voluntary contribution and not an imposed
tax.
Christmas has been discussed
as a siutable time and members of
the clergy believe that the plan
can best be conducted along diocesan
lines and the offering sent to a cen
tral bureau for transmission to the
holy see.
Cardinal G'bbons has approved the
plan and several of the dignitaries of
the Catholic churches have already expressed their commendation. In a let
ter to the Ecclesiastical Review Arch
bishop William O'Connel says:
"I assure you that I am heartily In
favor of the movement. In fact this
idea has been In mind ever since my
return to America as bishop of Portland. I have always felt that something of Ihe kind should be done and
could be done. The great thing now
Is that the movement should be start
ed right I am not only in favor of it,
I am enthusiastic over it."
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DEMOCRATS

WOULD

IMPEACH BALLINGER
RUMOR SAYS
TO BRING

PLAN

IS

ON

SECRETARY

FOOT

OF

INTERIOR TO TRIAL
Washington, March 7. With dem
ocratio leaders of the next house in
conference, the impeachment of Sec
retary of the Interior Ballinger as one
of the big features of the extra sessions looms up as a strong probability.
Representative Ollie James (dem
ocrat) of Kentucky, who was the
ranking democrat in the BallingerPinchot investigation committee, is
leading the movement for impeaching
Ballinger. He has framed up a reso
lutlon calling for a trial of the cabinet
officer and proposes tp push it just as
soon after the session as possible.
James today declared in favor of a
sweeping Investigation of every exe
cutive department
by democratic
house committees.
The impeachment resolution, ac
cording to the present plan, will be
introduced by James himself or by
Graham (democrat) of Illinois, who
wrote the minority opinion in the Bal
linger Investigation. It would be referred to the judiciary committee. The
house would have to act on it before
proceedings could be begun. Then the
senate would sit as an impeachment
court for trial of the case.
-

An Attractive
Food

Post Toasties
So Crisp
So Flavoury
So Wholesome
So Convenient
So Economical
So Why Not

n

order
a package
from Grocer

"The Memory Lingers"
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd

,

Battle Creek, Mich.

years ago a Frenchman
invented a new type of engine which
he declared would revolutionize railway transportation.
practical railroad men laughed at him.
This inventor, a hale old man of 80
years, is still living In Paris, and is
laughing at railroad men all over the
world, for they are just beginning to
see the possibilities of his invention,
which is being adapted to railroad
service on grades so steep that traffic formerly was pronounced impracticable.
"Why la this new engine called u
Mallet?" is a question frequently
heard in railroad circles. "Who is
Mallet "
Few know. Even railroad mechanical engineers on the largest systems are satisfied to answer that he
probably was French. Vaguely it is
known that some Frenchman named
Anatole Mallet and few even knew
his first name invented the articulated compound engine which is rev
lutlonizing the handling of freight on
American and foreign roads.
Mallet invented his first engine in
1874, and it was put in servloe in
1875 on the Bayonne & BlarrlU railThe
way, a line used by tourists.
construction of the engine at that
time complicated th duties of the
engineer so much that it was deemed
impractical.
From the first demonstration until
within the past few years a long
fight for recognition took place. Mallet intended the big locomotive fpr
heavier work than bad yet been attempted in railroad transportation-su- ch
work, in fact, as it has been
put to in more recent years. But he
couldn't secure the attention of railwell
road builders. It might do
and
the
railroads
for
portable
enough
small' mountain climbing roads, they
said, but when it came to real railroading they could see nothing in the
Thirty-fiv- e

WILL CHOOSE NEW BISHOP
Kansas City, March 7. Representa
tives of the clergy and laity of the
Protestant "Episcopal diocese of Kansas City met in special convention
in St. Paul's church here today, to
choose a successor to the late Right
Rev. E. R. Atwill, bishop of Kansas
City. The deliberations of the con
vention were, conducted behind closed
doors. There was nothing to Indicate
who the successful candidate might
be, although there Is said to be a
strong sentiment in favor of Right
Rev. Cameron Mann,
missionary
Wshop of North Dakota, who formerly was rector of Grace church In this
city.

cylinders and forward
drivers are swiveled under the- forward part of the engine bo as to act
as a forward truck. The two gears
are connected with a pivot just for-ward of the high pressure cylinders.
This arrangement gives a lacge tractive power by the fact that the weight
Is on all the drivers, extending considerably beyond the rig' 1 wheel base-This arrangement saves considerable energy In preventing the slipping of drive wheels. If the drivers
in one section slip, the unbalanced
power is automatically equalized and
the slipping drivers get a fresh grip
on the rails without the loss of energy to the whole.
Another .point in favor of the' Mallet, railroad men claim, is that the
locomotive can be operated as a single expansion engine, gaining about
20 per cent in power.
Mallets operated as pushers add
enormously to the capacity of ordinary engines, which helped by a Mallet can pull a much, larger load than
their regular rating. As road engines
the Mallet have double the capacity
of an ordinary engine. They are now
being arranged for passenger service,
and the railroads are expecting their
advantages to be just as pronounced
as In the freight service.
Although scoffed at at first and
pronounced impracticable by railroad men, the Mallet articulated compound locomotive now is regarded as
the last word in engine construction.
It took 35 years for the value of
the engine to become realized, and
the inventor has had but a small return on his many patents. Had the
railroads taken up the Mallet proposition 20 years ago, it would have
reaped a fortune by this time.

low pressure

-

TEXAS CATTLE RAISERS
Da'hart, Tex., March 7. A large
and representative attendance marked the opening here today of the annual convention of the Panhandle Cat
tie Raisers' association. The garnerMallet.
and will
Mallet, however, was certain tba'. ing will last three days
discusto
and
addresses
devoted
be
railhis engine would be adopted by
He claimed sions dealing with numerous quesroads in every land.
from the first that the limit in size tions in which the cattle raisers are
for ordinary locomotives had bei-- Interested.
reached, and intimated that the rail
roads would of necessity have to come
SKIN AFFECTIONS
to his way of thinking.
They did. Mallet enlisted the symdeWHETHER ON INFANT OR GROWN
pathy of aa American locomotive
PERSON CURED BY ZEMO
signer, Carl J. Mellin,' who Jhe'petf
OR ZEMO SOAP
overcome the objections to the type
In 1902 the Baltimore & Ohio placed
AN UNSUAL OFFER
an experimental order for use in
The O. G. Schaefer Drug Store says
freight service on the Appalachian
grades. The road's engineers decid to every person, be it man, woman or
ed it needed bigger engines to handle child, who has an irritated, tender or
freight economically. They found that Itching skin to come to our store and
it would be futile to attempt to place procure a bottle of ZEMO and a cake
more weight on the individual wheels of ZEMO soap and If you are not enas the roadbed and the curves would tirely satisfied with results, come back
not stand it. The Mallet was the and get your money. So confident are
we of the efficacy of this clean, simonly alternative.
As failure was predicted, the ex ple treatment, that we make you thla
periment was watched with interest unusual offer.
by skeptical engineers. But after the
ZEMO is a clear liquid for external
first trial it was apparent that a long use that has cured so many cases of
step forward had been made.
eczema, pimples, dandruff and other
The engines since that time have forms of skin eruption. ZEMO and
come into more general use- - A large ZEMO soap are the most economical
number ar used for freighting over as well as the cleanest and most efthe Appalachians and the Ad iron fective treatment for affection of the
dacks In the east. Of late years a skin or scalp, whether on Infant or
number have been put into service in grown person.
the west.
The Santa Fe and Southern Pacific
roads have been the pioneers in plac
ing this type of engines in service in
the west. These roads have found
them of. inestimable value in pulling
long freight trains over the high
Rocky Mountain passes, where for
merly the .trains pulled by an ordin
ary engine over the prairie sections
were divided and then hauled with
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locomotives were
the Santa Fe first
in the fall of 1909, when four were
delivered to the road, which far ex
celled in weight and capacity any
other locomotives used at that time.
Two were for freight service with a
wheel arrangement, and two
for passenger service with a
wheel arrangement. Their perform
ance was watched closely, with the
result that forty more are now being delivered to that road. These are
being used on the Belen cutoff, and
although they are rated to haul 2.-- -J
tons, car and lading, they have actually handled 2,700 tons, maintaining
a speed of 15 miles an hour. These
engines the largest of th type In
service weigh 700,000 pounds, or 350
tons. Similar engines on the Southern Pacific have been constructed with
the cab on the front of the engine,
the great length obstructing the engineer's view on rounding curves.
The Mallet engine really is' two
engines, that is, two engines with
one boiler. There are two sets of
coupled drivers and two pairs of cylinders. The high pressure cylinder
and the set of drivers are fixed rigid
ly to the locomotive frame, and the
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jWe have just received our spring line of
"Onyx" Hose for women and children.
The line includes all the usual staples, an
excellent variety of Silk and Lisle Hose,
a beautiful line of Lace effects in new designs and sheerest, most dainty, creations
in Gauze. All numbers are marl with
high spliced heels and toes and nvwt nf
them with Garter Tops. There is absolutely no better hose manufactured
in quality, color or fit.
lAny quality you may wish from the 25c grade up to $4.00 a pair.
,

"Onyx" Hose number 122, an ingrain
hose with split sole, spliced heels
and toes, a splendid
hose, per pair

wearing

QC

..L.jQ

A PURE SILK "Onyx" Hose of
gauze
sole, garter top, an exceptional value, per

'Onyx" Hose number H 285, a Silk
Lisle Hose of exceptional 'beautv
1,CC1S ana toes, medium
OC
weight, a very desirable hose.pair

l"u

pair...?..

heel
.??... 65c
....
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10,000 acres by the Oasis Developpetence was held to be In doubt. Prof.
ment company, Artesla, N. M. It is
of
George E. Vincent, president-elec- t
the University of Minnesota, declared:
expected that 150,000 acres will be
A BIG
TO
"One cause of the popular distrust of
segregated under the provisions of
this law within the year 1911.
expert opinion and professional probUnder the provisions of the irriga
ity of physicians Is the widespread
tion district law, two projects have
belief that doctors can be Induced to
been formulated and are now doing
give testimony on either side of a leconstruction work. Orchard District
gal case. The public cannot enter InIrrigation company, of Aztec, N. M.,
to the intricacies which make pos12,000 acres.
Las
.Irrigation
Vegas
OF THIS AMOUNT
sible
honest disagreement between
ONLY
HIGH
AND
SCHOOL
District, Las Vegas, N. M., was for CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS FIND well trained men on the same scien- NORMAL
IS UTILIZED AT PRES- IT REDUCES "HOOKEY" TO
16,000 acres. In spite of general con
BATTLE FOR
WILL
TEAMS
tific
The
inference
is
subject.
easy
O
ENT IN NEW MEXICO
ditions of irrigation bonds throughTHE MINIMUM
that medicine is mere guess work or
COVETED HONOR
to
of
out the country,
this
securities
that doctors are either hypocrites or
Santa F, N- M., March 7 Terri- character in New Mexico have proven
March 7. Truuncy In Chi menials. Obviously, the profession
Thursday night will be the occasion
torial Engineer
Charles D. Miller acceptable to eastern capitalists.
cago schools whereby child labor, suffers not as much from the quacks for the most memorable basketball
makes public the following flurea
Active construction work has beeu which Is the theme of a national con- - and charlatans outside the
pale of tht
which are the result of careful cal- commenced on the Rio Grande Eletnat has ever been staged
A reduction of more than 20 per cent on former rates. O
lerence in Birmingham, Ala., this ethks of the profession as it does from struggle
culations and scientifically gnhered phant Butte project of the United
court.
a
The
Normal
on
Las
Vegas
this price THE REPUBLICAN is the cheapest and
At
the
mem
secures
Its victims, is greatly
and disloyal
week,
statistics. They are a revelation for States Reclamation Service whicS
Las
the
and
In
best
Vegas
bers
who
violate
University
of
work
Highs,
the
by
good
paper
standing,
systematic
published in Denver.
they show that New Mexico uses on- covers 180,000 acres of land and the truant officers who
follow up each the spirit of medical ethics, while each champions of the territory in
Neither
money nor labor will be spared to make THE
h
of the water avaLallo for stores 2,000,000 acre feet per annum
ly
case. At first the parents they keep within the technical rules." their respective departments,
will
particular
as it has always been in the past, the bes
REPUBLICAN,
irrigation and has in reserve half a and will cost approximately JlO.Oiio,- objected to what
they termed inter Corporation Counsel E. J. Brundage contest tor. the championship of the
and most reliable paper in the West.
million horse power from the fall of 000 when completed. Final coniple
but so many cases were dis declared that too many doctors per- city. Full arrangements for the game
tion estimated la about seven years. ference,
its streams.
THE REPUBLICAN'S news service has no equal. ' The
were not were made last night by the athletic
It is estimated that there are ap- This project covers 110,000 acres of covered where the truancy of chil formed operations that
Associated Press, supplemented by the splendid New York
dren, unknown to parents, was due to necessary for "the money there was committee having in charge the local
proximately 750,000 acres of irrigat- land in New Mexico, in the Mesllla, the
Herald nev s service, gives our readers every morning all
In
it."
In
misconduct or vice of others, that
the Y. M. C.
contests, at a meeting
ed land in New Mexico. It ha been Rihcon and Palomas valleys.
news gathered from every part of the world.
the
won
A.
the
work
has
the
building.
general
There have been filed in the ollco
previously estimated that there wag
election
in
The
the
thirty-fiv- e
be
will
Admission
of
Chicago
The ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY MAGAZINE section
the
cents.
proof
300,000
among
parents
water supply for 2,000,000 acre3, but of the territorial engineer since the
is the prac- For this amount the fans will witness
of THE REPUBLICAN contains stories by the
from compilations recently made by first of January, 1909, to the first of pupils. In this connection the cosmo- that the direct primary
leading authors and humorists of the day and many pages of photothis office, it assumes that there is February," 1911, 309 applications for politan character of the Chicago pop- tical and efficacious method of driv two games, the second teams of the
at least Tvater available for 4,000,000 permits to appropriate public water; ulation has given unusual Interest in ing the political boss out of business schools playing a preliminary contest.
graphs of great interest.
acres. The following statement taken 242 hay been for irrigation purposes the reports of the United States Bu- now is regarded as the greatest Ted Hayward and Julius Krause will
million-dollar
pri- alternate
as umpire and referee.
SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY
from water records that have been and cover approximately 1,000,000 reau of Labor regarding child labor achievement of the
acres of land, (this 1,000,000 acres of and its regulation in European coun- mary vote. Some of the candidates Dean Frank Carroon and B. S. Hale
collected on seven streams will
Please fill out and forward this blank.
land is additions to acreage' applied tries. Austria, Belgium, France, Ger- who were known to have "machine will art as time keepers whi'e J. L.
the above statement.
had at the polling places Tooker and Harry Lorenzen will be
Animas at Farmington,
804,000 for prior to January first, 1909) and many, Italy and Switzerland, follow- backing"
THE REPUBLICAN PUBLISHING CO.. Denver. Colo..
use- official scorers.
acre-feet- ;
Canadian at Logan, 974,5211 67 have been for power, mining, mill- ing the leadership of Great Britain, hundreds of workers, but their
The game will begin promptly at 3
aore-feeSend to my address until I order it discontinued, THE DENGila at Cliff, 286,310 acre-- ing, etc., purposes. The amount of have recognized the existence of a fulness was found to be practically- nil
d labor problem." All have at- and they ierformed very little ser- o'clock and it is expected the armory
"chl
covers
horse
VER RFPUBLICAN, Daily and Sunday.
15S
power
approximately
Rio
Grande
at
Buckman,
feet;
018 acre-fee- t;
Mimbres at Faywocd. 100,000, which is also additional to tempted to solve their problem by vice for the pay they got. Strict will be packed at that time. Both
Name
'.
means of legislation restricting the watch prevented any general use of the Normal and the High school wjll
7.0S5 acre-feePecos at Carlsbad, those previously applied for.
the
of
for
the
"chain
send large delegations of rooters,
voting
system"
gainful employment of children and by
and San Juan river,
Address
438,867 aore-feet- ,
Report op Highway Construction
a corps of officials whose ballots were carefully counted and loaded down with colors and chock
acre-feeTfetal
providing
2,050,000 acre-feeThe construction of good perman
"repeat- full of enthusiasm, to support their
task it is to secure compli- checked. The
5,719,429.
ent highways has become very pop- special
A MONTH
ance with the terms of this legisla er" was not able to "get past" ex- teams. The armory board has taken
Six million acre feet la of sufficient ular in the
territory under the pro- tion. The relation of the schools to cept In a few precincts. Candidate out an extra insurance
on
cover
the
to
the
entire
pol'cy
territory visions of the good roads law passed
quantity
child labor was particularly referred Charles E Merriam when his nomina- roof of the building as It is expected
of New Mexico 0.9 inches in depth,
by the 1909 legislature. From the
The above statement of 4.000,000 period of time between March 19th, to in the bulletin, which said: "Any tion .was certain, expressed less plea-ur- e the noise may lift that highly necesat his personal victory than at the sary portion of the structure entirely
acres is therefore conservative owing 1909, and the present, there have study of the regulation of child la
bor by law, no matter how superfi vindication of the primary of which off the walls.
to the fact that a number of streams been constructed and
trafto
open
he has been an ardent champion. He
Both teams are working hard In prein the western portion of the ten! fic 225 miles of
road distributed cial It may be, leads Inevitably to the
public
conclusion that the problem of child said: "This Is a sweeping victory for paration for the game and will be in
tory have not been included, also as follows:
for the White Mountain
Roswell-Carrizozhigh run-offsuccessfully be solved the direct primary law. I believe the the best of condition. Considerable
95 miles; Silver labor cannot
and Alamogordo drainage basin.
without
taking Into account its con- people universally now will recognize confidence exists In either camp and
74 miles; Santa
the value of the primary, law as It the struggle is sure to be a hot one
In connection with the stream flow
40 miles; State Line to Ra- nection with the problem of educa
records and river profile it is estimat- ton, 10 miles, and Oemlng,' 6 miles. tion. The school laws and the labor was applied today, and that the time from beginning to end.
Endorsed and Recommended by All Who Inves- ed that there is 500,000 horse power Total miles constructed, 225.
laws stand, or should stand, in the never will come when they will subMerit. IT SAVES MEN
as yet undeveloped in this territory.
More mit to having a candidate thrust down
Roads repaired and partially con- closest possible relationship.
TO PROBE COAL ENTRIES
FROM
DRINK
Seven thousand dollars is being spent structed were as follows: Raton-La- s
over the regulation of certain forms their throats. I depended entirely upChicago, March 7. Evidence of alThe
of child labor la practically impos on the direct primary with no organis
VeNeal
internal
A Guaranteed Contract
treatment
annually by the territory In collect- Vegas, 105 miles; Santa
frauds In connection with coal
zation back of me. Had there been leged
ins official records on the water re gas, 75 miles. Total number of miles sible without systematic
cures the periodical, occasional
in
land
the
entries
Matanuska
and
sources of New Mexico. This work of roads repaired and partially con- between the labor inspectors and the a delegate system In force I would
Cook Inlet fields of Alaska is expect or moderate drinker tha habitual A guaranteed bond and contract
is being carried on under the most
school authorities. This aspect of the have stood no show what ever. Pro- ed to be laid before the federal
175.
structed,
grand and excessive drinker and the ner is given each "patient agreeing to
methods, using the most
Roads being constructed: La Luz- - problem has therefore not been en- gressive republicanism figured largely jury which convened here today. vous man who has to
drink effect a perfect cure or refund the
Carlsbad-Mon- u
Important stations. The Friez auto- Tularosa, 8 miles;
tirely overlooked in the present inves- In my selection as ;the republican Agents of the United States land of- to
from
matic gages, of which there are 13 ment, 60 miles; Dona
keep
candidate for mayor. The voters of fice
becoming money at the end of third'kday
tigation."
have been investigating the alnow in operation and 5 Bristol auto- 30 miles; Las Vegas-Mor21 miles.
ALiaites away
Chicago are just as appreciative of the
iiiuio
uoivuus,
more
a
entries
for
than
leged
illegal
matic gages. In this important work Total number of miles, of roads being
. A Modern Treatment ...
A retrenchment that has possible value of conservatism as applied to year and have summoned a number all inclination to drink, all desire
New Mexico- 'ranks as 'high aB any constructed, 129.
to the public's safety was seen municipal affairs as in its relation to of business men of Alaska to testify and craving for drink by neutralmenace
other state easj. of the slope of the
Socorro-Magda- Interests. They
1
Roads surveyed:
in retrenchment orders from Chicago state and national
izing the poison of alcohol in the The Neal is a Physician's
before the grand jury.
Rocky mountains- Three hydrograpnic lena, 25 miles; Santa
Cruz, headquarters of western railroads fol believe" the resources of the city
and ridding the blood of Cure for the drinkl habit; it is
system
water
of
surveys for the adjudication
28 miles. Total number of miles of lowing the vetoed advance of freight should be conserved for the benefit of
the
poison by a rapid process of the most modern and perfect of
rights have been completed, namely: surveyed roads, 53.
rates. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. the community at large and not for
elimination
Rayado
The Black, Hondo and
leaving the drinker in known treatments, originated by
Farmington-Gal-lup- ,
Roada inspected:
Paul laid off 20 per cent of its track special Interests."
same
the
normal
condition he was a physician, and ladministered by
rivers.
80
110 miles; Santa
laborers and shop repairers on the
-FUnder the provisions of the Carey miles; Alamogordo-Cloudcroft- ,
20
in
before
ROOSEVELT
FOR
JAUNT
tasting liquor, so far as experienced physicians. It'never
wounds of economy, notwithstanding
New
7. Theodore
Act, acceptance passed by the( 1909 miles-- 'Total number of miles of inMarch
York,
effect
of alcohol may be con- fails.
the
Colds, Indigestion,
Headaches,
the discoveries recently made that
Roosevelt has packed his trunks and
legislature, there have been two se spected roads, 220.
cerned
all
for drink
its
tracks
no
road
appetite
patrols
practically
Pains, Constipation, Sour Stomach,
gregations practically made amount
Convicts have been used on the and bridges as of old and that broken completed all other arrangements in
Call, write or phone 321 for free
he
and
a
new
man.
gone
of his start tomorrow on Dizziness? If you are not, the most
ing to 20,000 acres, 10,000 acres by Silver
Santa
anticipation
book
and copy of contract; Neal
discovered
are
only
rails frequently
the Lake Charette Resexvorr and
and Santa
Las Vegas-Mor- a
Paul the longest trip he has taken since effective, prompt and pleasant No Hypodermic Injections Institute Co., 512 N. Second St.,
St.
The
ditched.
Is
a
train
when
Dit.cn company, Springer, N. M., and Fe canon roads; all other work has
his return home from his1 famous trip
of getting rid of them is to The Neal internal treatment efexpended In 1909 in personal injury to Africa. He will be gone six weeks method
Albuquerque, N. M. All comTwo
camps
labor.
been done by paid
for
claims
in
and
and
over
$500,000
now
claims
desertspoon-fu- l fects a perfect cure in three days munications
a
then,
take,
or
over
strictly confidential.
many
longer and will travel
of convicts are now being maintained
loss and damage to freight over
of
the
and
ever
without
Bank
references
states.
will
Hia
truly
first
be
refreshing
hypodermic
injections.
given.
Atlanta,
labor.
stop
and two camps of paid
making a total more than
where he Is to address the Southern beneficial laxative remedy Syrup
--T
as great as the entire payroll of its Commercial
Congress next Friday. of Figs and Elixir of Senna. It is
SPOKANE TRIES NEW PLAN
trainmen, and ten times the sum spent From Atlanta he will strike out for
well Known throughout the world
of interlocking
7. Spokane for the
operation
March
west
the
San
and
reach
Wash.,
Fran
will
Spokane,
And Feeling Like a New Man After
2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
as the best of family laxative remeun- switches and block signals. The Bame cisco
late In the month. After dellvBeing a Nervous Wreck and Un- is nolding its first election today
1,000 lDt to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 1(0 lbs.
of
because it acts so gently and
able to Do a Stroke of Work.
der the new charter recently adopted road expended in the maintenance
ing a series of lectures at the Uni- dies,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
No.
D.
F.
R.
$107,
13
B.
irriMr.
Arthur Jordan,
signal and interlocking plants
versity of California he will visit strengthens naturally without
by popular vote. The new charter
1, High Point, N. C, who experienced
of
a
on
000
mileage
a
50 lbs., to 200 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
having
system
re
that
after
Portland, Seattle, Spokane and oilier tating the system in any way.
this remarkable recovery, writes as modeled rather closely
for
rails,
the
7,770
expenditures
miles,
Grand
cities
Lesa than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
in
Junction,
Pacific
in
the
I
taken
Northwest.
was
sick; centy adopted
follows: "Last July
To get its beneficial effects it is
I was very nervous and weak. Could Colo., though In its main features It ties and ballast amounting, to only
always necessary to buy the genunot sleep at night and was unable to follows the general plan of commis- 75 per cent of that expended by anA Mother's Safeguard
manufactured by the California
look after my farm work or do any
on
practic
Foley's Honey and Tar for the chil- ine,
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity aa.4
business. I tried two doctors, but did sion government In force in many other competing system
Is
dren.
and
all
best
safest
oeen
for
Co., bearing the name
has
same
It
Fig
them.
the
from
The
Syrup
mileage.
ally
In the west and south
not receive much benefit
cities
qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
lasting
coughs, colds, croup, whooping-cougof the Company, plainly printed on
"A friend of mine told me of Dufand city council will pointed out that the Interstate Com- and bronchitis.
Avenue.
mayor
No
present
Douglas
O.
Q.
insisted
opiates.
and
.mow ".hat, Schaefer
fy's Pure Malt Whiskey I am now be
the front of every package.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
supplanted by a board of five com- merce Commission reports
that I try it. I did and
normal depreciation,
strong and well. Can sleep all right missioners. There are nearly 100 over and above
and
renewals
the
repairs it freight
and have an appetite like a horse.
the
commlsslonershipB,
for
candidates
the year amount
among them being the present mayor care on the road for
and the
$3,200,000
to
ed
offi
practically
and a number of the other city
repairs to locomotives outside of de
cials.
pre'::ation to $2,350,000. The organ
ized track employes have argued that
TAFT AND TEDDY TO SPEAK
unskilled labor and not ensugh has
Atlanta, pa., March 7. The South- been employed for the important task
ern Commeocial congress which will of safeguardlnging the roada beds,
begin its sessions in this city tomor- guarding against derailments and oth
row will have both President Taft er accidents which frequently prove
and former President Roosevelt as disastrous.
speakers. President Taft will address
Mr, Business man to practice economy by having your letter heads, bills, envethe congress on "A Greater Nation
A doctor's trust as one remedy
Col
and
Greater
a
South,"
lopes, etc. printed on cheap paper and by old fashioned methods, As a man is
Through
In the medical pro
V hlskey onel Roo3v-"- t will be heard on the against quackery
often judged by the clothes he wears, so his business is likely to be judged in the
Malt
Pure
fession was openly advocated at the
Duffy's
"The South's Obligation to
of
the
to
pallid
subject
same way by the quality and appearance of th stationery that comes from his
Medical
a
glow
healthy
American
of
'as
the
will bring
iffsf.cns
cheek, give new energy to the falter- Statesmanship1 and Business Endeav- sociation in Chicago. Dr. Chyrle-- H.
office.
Our plant is equipped with every modern device known to the printer's
or." Other notable speakers at the Hfrnd&rson, of the University c? Chi
ing limbs, strengthen and invigorate
brain;
for
the
art
throbbing
and
production of high grade work, We are prepared to turn out tame
the weary body
will be Ambassador Jusser-and- ,
cago, declared that free competition
reanimate the vital organs and create congress
We respectfully solicit your patronage.
notice.
short
on
Col- - Henry Watterson and Secblood, it
a new supply of rich, red and
in tie medical profession had Its limkeeps
feel
old
young
makes the
retary of Agriculture Wilson.
it of usefulness. "A doctor's trust
Prethe young strong and vigorous.
hosin
used
Is
desirable," he said, "on certain conscribed by physicians
as a family
ditions.
It must admit all who are
PANAMA
TO
pitals and recognized Thousands
CONGRESSMEN
of
medicine everywhere.
Nerw York, March 7. A number of competent and honest and must use
women
and
men
both
our patients,
restored to members of congress and their wives fair means of excluding all others,
alike who have been
virtues
health and strength, extol its st.mu- - were Included in a large 'party of and its prices must not be prohibitive
as the world's greatest tonic,
tourists sailing from this city today to the poor." He failed to outline a
XfdnbNdEAdLED BOTTLES for Panama. After viewing the can means for determining the competal work and other sights on the istb ence which would warrant.admlssion
direct for $1.00 mua
or
the party will return home by to the "trust" or to define a method
of fairly excluding those whose com- way of Porto Rico and Cuba.
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the start. Most of our "best sellers"
have been first books or early books'
many of them have been, in fact,
the writer's only book, a literary
and that is all. But
draw up a fairly representative list
of names, a list that shall include
Robert Herrick.
Edith
Wharton.
Frank Norris, Jack London, Winston
and
Robert Chambers
Churchill,
Booth Tarkington. Frank Norris wrote
four or five stories before he published "The Octopus," but these four
or five stories were written within
two or three years; so that we cannot
call his fame long delayed. Tarking
ton won at the first try wiui "The
Gentleman from Indiana." Winston
Churchill was almost as prompt;
"Richard Carvel" was his second
book.
Jack London wrote a half
dozen books before "The Call of the
Wild," but was already very well
known before that. Robert Chambers
seems to be one of those men, who,
in a now famous phrase, are able to
"come back." His "King in Yellow."
of eighteen years ago, brought him
reputation; then came a long decline,
followed by a sharp reascendence
which we may date from the "Iole"
of six years ago. In the case of
Herrick and Mrs. Wharton, we
find the expected; their work is of a
more serious nature and was slower
in making its way. Mrs- Wharton is
credited with eight books before the
"House of Mirth," though probably we
should put the date of her emergence
three years earlier at "The Valley
'
of Decision." Mr. Herrick had written nine or ten books before the publication of the "Memoirs of an
American Citizen." It will be seen
that even Mr. Herrick's or Mrs. vVhar.
ton's apprenticeship to fame was
much shorter than that of most of
the English writers we have mentioned.
It would not do to pass the distinction too far. This year or the next
f
may see the emergence in this
an author who has hurled a
dozen volumes against the gates of
fame without bursting them asunder.
England shows us, on the other hand,
a phenomenon like De Morgan al
though in his case, it might be arg
ued that De Morgan must have lived
a great many novels, even If he did
not write them and that "Joseph
Vance" is not really his first book;
k
or shows us a
man, like E.
P. Benson, who made his "hit" witb
"Dodo," nearly twenty years ago,
and hag never risen so high again
in so less than twenty-fiv- e
attempts.
But broadly speaking, the distinction
between American and Eng'lsh au
thorship holds. Our writers "win out"
more easily.
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In the latest discourse from the
Easy Chair, William Dean Howells
complains whimsically of people who
approach you with a volume in the
hand and an eager look In the eye
and ask you if you have ever read
anything by this new man, Arnold
Bennett, editorially remarks the New
York Evening Post. Mr.
Howells
feels called upon to vindicate his
reputation as an old voyager in the
"uncharted library seas." He has
known Mr. Bennett's work for ever
so many years, and he admired the
Englishman's talent long before fortune's capricious wave caught him
up and landed him high on the hot
and baking beach of popularity, only
a year or two ago. Tho Easy Chair
proceeds to put an extraordinary
high valuation on Mr. Bennett's novels, without stopping to ask why
such good work should have been so
long in winning recognition. Yet the
case of Arnold Bennett is typical
for England more than for this country, but for us, too, to an unsuspected
degree. Observe that this is not tne
o'd case of manuscripts knocking at
publishers' doors in vain. If it is
success to get one's novel Into print,
Mr. uennett attained success
dozen years ago. Here is the more
remarkable case of nearly a score of
printed hooka of an exceptionally
high degree of merit, waiting patiently for Justice, or luck, or whim, or
whatever jiower it is that at last
gives literary talent its due.
Just to what degree the case of Arnold Bennett Is typical of contempor
ary British writers, the following few
names may show. Eden Phillpotts,
who in his younger days collaborated
with Arnold Bennett, has more than
two dozen books to his credit, and
of these only a half dozen have been
written since his emergence into
broad public notice. W. J. Locke
published nine or ten novels before
"Tho Beloved Vagabond." John Galsworthy had written aS half dozen
volumes of sketches, novels, and
plays, before "The Silver Box" came
out, only five years ago. Bernard
Shaw began writing about 1880; his
"Plays Pleasant and Unpleasant" appeared only in 1898, and tbe "boom"
days of the inimitable G. B. S. did
not come till Arnold Daly produced
"Candida" in New York eight years
ago. Even the meteoric Chesterton
rose on the firmament with the comparatively sedate speed which we
naturally expect in a British metor;
he had written five books before his
"Browning" first drew the world's
attention. It may seem straining the
' point to bring in the greatest figure
of them all, Thomas Hardy. Yet to
the mass of young readers, Hardy toand
day is the author of "Teas'
"Jude." But Hardy had begun writing
in 18C5 and published at least fifteen
of
volumes before the appearance
"Teas of the D'Urbervilles" in 1891.
That Hardy's earliest books comprise bis best work, does not destroy
the argument. The fact remains that
when Hardy wrote "A Pair of Blue
Eyes," "The Return of the Native,"
and "The Woodlanders," he had only
a following; with "Tess" be won a
public. If one were to yield to the
into untemptation of venturing
known seas, the prophesy might be
hazarded that some day the public
will discover Mr. Charles Marriott,
whose fifteen novels have not yet
gained him the recognition which his
admirable talent deserves.
How is it wtth us in this country?
would
A detailed statistical study
show that success comes more speedily to the American novelist than to
tbe Englishman. Care must be exercised in drawing up our list of
names. If we are to take the "best
sellers" only, the point is proved at;

i tj
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o

And they say Senator Owen is a
lawyer. New Mexicans can readily
guess what kind of a barrister he is
by bis action the other day in defeating our admission into the union.
o

Las Vegas is the first city in New
the Sunday closing of
the postoffice is being advocated. Bit
then Las Vegas always leads.
Mexico where

o

Statehood at the extra session. Almost too good news to be believed.

ABSORB LETS
In a country police court recently
a man was charged with shooting a
number of pigeons, the property of a
farmer.
In giving his evidence, the farmer
was so careful that he even seemed
nervous, and the solicitor for the defense endeavored to frighten him. "
"Now," he remarked, "are you
prepared to swear on oath that this
man shot your pigeons?"
"I didn't say he did shoot them,"
waa the .carefully worded answer. "1
said I suspected him o' doing it" .
"Ah! now were coming to it What
made you suspect that man?"
"Well, firstly, I caught him On my
land wi' a gun. Secondly, I heerd a
gun go off, and saw some pigeons
fall Thirdly, I found four of my
pigeons In his pocket and I don't
hardly think them birds flew there
and committed suicide." Ideas.
.

i

Rastus was on trial, charged 'with
stealing $7.85. He pleaded not guilty,
and, as he was unable to hire an attorney, the Judge appointed Lawyer
Clearem as counsel. Clearem got up
a strong plea in defense, and Rastus waa acquitted. "
Counsel and client met a few minutes later outside the courtroom.
"Now, Rastus," said. Clearem, "you
s St
i'i Q-

v

know the court allows the counsel
very Kittle for' defending this kind of
case. '. I 4 "worked bard fop you and
got you clear. ' I'm entitled to much
more pay than I'm getting for my
valuable services, and you. should dig
The
fee-- .
Have you got
up a good-size-f
any money?"
New York, March 7. Charles D.
"Yes, boss," replied Rastus, "I still
eighty-fdone got dat seben dollahs and
Norton, who has resigned as secreive
cents." Everybody's Maga tary to President Taft, will become
zine.
oi the First National
or
this city, succeeding Thomas
bank
"Where is Bill today?"
W. Lamont, who withdrew at the first
'Bill is sick in bed."
of the year to enter the firm of J.
"What's the matter with him?"
"Well, you know that girl of his P. Morgan and company.
In connection with the
thinks he doesn't use tobacco. Yes
of the First National, which is
terday he was hurryiug around the
corner and he ran right into the regarded as one of the prize places
girl. He had a chew in bis mouth." in New York banking, Norton's name
has been mentioned often. Not until
"Yes, yes! go on."
"There were two things to d- o- a few. days ago, however, was it
definitely learned that the offer had
hurry by or swallow."
been made and accepted. As
"Well?"
be will enter also, in all
"Bill talked to her for five min
utes." Johnston Democrat
probability, the long list of directorates for which the
of
National
are usually
Pat was over in England working the First
with his coat off. There were two chosen.
He is expected to take up his new
Englishmen laboring in the same
store, so they decided to have a Joke duties soon. Various names had been
mentioned in connection witb the
with the Irishman.
on
head
a
vacancy, and it has long been known
donkey's
They painted
the back of Pat's coat and watched that a young man would be favored
to see him put it on. Pat, of course, for the office, as the demands of
saw the donkey's head on bis coat Wall Street banking are often times
and, turning to the Englishmen, he taxing, and call for workers of good
"Wbich of you wiped your physique.
said:
While Norton had no ground work
face on my coat?" Ideasof deep political knowledge or wide
Emperor I do not care to hear your political experience whenhe became
proposition, sir. Everything that is secretary to the president, he sucsubmitted must .first be put through ceeded in that difficult office. What
the Prime Minister.
he lacked in political training was
Subject Nothing would please me offset by his tact, personal magnebetter. Iwanted to show the new tism, adaptability, and natural cleverbayonet which I have Invented for ness. He showed that he knew how
to handle men. lie made friends even'
army use. Judge's Library.
with those whom it was his duty to
"So you think that Baron Fucash steer away from his chief. Although
is likely to propose to me?" said the not essentially a deep thinker,
be
beauteous heiress.
exhibited extraordinary mental celer
"Yes," replied Mrs. Cumrox. "I ity, and his quick grasp of new probthink there is a probability. You see, lems was the seven days' wonder of
his creditors ar pressing him and official Washington.
he's got to propose to somebody."
Saved Public's Money
gone to the capital as an
Having
to
marry your daugh"Sir, I wish
assistant secretary of the treasury
ter, Susan."
a
"You do, eh? Are you in a posi- under MacVeagh, early In 909 with
previous record of success as an intion to support a family?"
surance man In Chicago, he managed
"Oh, yes, sir."
to save the country a few million
are
of
it.
sure
There
"Better be
dollars in one year. Other assistants
ten of us." Toledo Blade.
might have had brains enough to do
this, but Norton was different from
Jonah emerged.
the rest in that he declined to take
ex"Nobody cared about me," he
as he found them. Instead of
me
things
S.
A.
C.
P.
the
"but
got
plained,
content
with holding down his
out for the sake of the whale." New being
job and allowing the, routine of his
York Sun.
branch to drift along as it had drift
"I- heard something today which 1 ed in former years, he quickly found
would hesitate to repeat," said Mrs. ways to economize. One after an
other, wasteful methods were detected
Flimgilt,
"I suppose," replied her husband, and abolished under his guidanceWhen Mr. Taft wanted a secretary
"that you have been to another probwho would be capable of thinking
lem play matinee."
for him at times as well as carrying
You don't seem to mind out instructions, there was in sight
Stubb
had
pushing and pulling this big toboggan only one available candidate who
needed
talents
the
along
displayed
hill?
the
up
Coggwood
No; I own an automo- with great enthusiasm in working for
bile that breaks down every time you the administration. Some of the politicians mostly those who had not
come to a hill. Chicago News.
come into personal contact with Nor
ton prophesied that he would prove
SHE BROKE DOWN ENTIRELY
Talbott.
Mrs.
Va.
Tebe
W.
Lantz,
of this place, says: "I had been troubled with womanly ailments for som-time, and at last I broke down entirely. I got so weak I could scarcely .walk across the room. Thanks to
Cardui, I improved right off. Now I
do my housework and am feeling
well." During the last 50 years, more
than a million women have been benefited by taking Cardui. You mUBt believe that Cardui will help you, too,
since it helped all these others. Cardui Is a safe, harmless, vegetable
remedy, of positive curative merit, for
women. At. drug stores. Try one
bottle. It vr.A surely help you.

iCharles D. Norton,'

Insurance Agent
Secretary to President
and Prospective
'

,
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Man Who Made Good
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Flans are under way by those realdents who take pride in having pret
ty lawns to prepare them for the
coming summer. Civic beauty Is one
of the greatest assets any town can
have. It costs but a little extra labor
which furnishes excellent exercise
for the head of the house and th
kids.
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Bank Official

and Veil Pins,
Jabot, BeitEnamel.
AttracCloisonne
tive and Cheap. Let us

too inexperienced, but they 60on ad-

mitted their mistake.
Norton's career previous to 1909
contained many elements calculated
the secretaryship.
to tit him for
Sprung from old New England stock,
and
he began to acquire
knowledge, of men at an early age,
through the necessity of earning his
own living. Before he reached his
fourteenth birthday, he had to get
out and "hustle." He made enough
money as a boy to pay his own way
through Amherst College, where he
was graduated in 1893, and from that
time his course in business was
steadily upward. Incidentally, he was
largely responsible for the support of
his family.
Leaving Amherst, he went to work
for the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance company, in Milwaukee. Soon
he moved to Chicago and was taken
Into partnership by the late A. W.
Kimball, the company's general agent Mr. Kimball's patronage and
that of one of the concern's
coupled with Norton's energy and executive ability, put him
rank. When
quickly In the front
Kimball died in 1905, Norton became
sole agent for half of Illinois.
Among other improvements he made
was the introduction of many young
college men as agents In his territory. He trained them personally.
he
class,
Establishing a summer
the
novices
his
scientifically
taught
art of writing, insurance and how to
present their arguments, how to approach the prospective policyholder,
even down to such details as the best
way to enter a room, the proper mode
of address upon broaching th subject at hand, and the countless tricks
of the trade wbich he himself ha&
learned so rapidly.
His Insurance Success

X

X

X

Show You

self-relian-

When he went to Washington to lie
an assistant secretary of the treasury
at a salary of $4,500, many stortes
were told of the wea'th he was leaving behind for ambition's sake.- Est!
mates of his insurance earnings, ran
as high as $50,000 a year. Probably
that figure should be much reduced.
He was, however, one of the middle
west's most prosperous young business men.
Two treasury department reforms
are recalled to show the trend of Norton's work:- He caused the abandonment of the destruction of aged,
soiled paper currency, ordering it to
be washed and used again. He wiped
out the custom of counting and moving thirty or more times the paper on
which bills were printed. Both of
meant thousands
these
changes
saved.
Before Secretary MacVeagh
lured
Norton from Chicago the young insur-anc- e
man's interests had branched
out considerably beyond his own business. He had become a leader in the
movement to make Chicago a more
beautiful city, and the Merchants'
Club chose him for its president In
-

'TAUPE Rt"S
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
mixed $6.957.30; heavy
$6.75125; lough $SJo7.90; good
to choice heavy $6.90f.23; pigs $6.70
6.75; bulk $7Q.7.20.
Sheep 14,000, marset strong to
shade up. Native $3.104.85; western $4.254.90; yearlings $4.75(&5.75;
lambs, native $5 6.35; western $.".25

$77.35;

WOOL
7
March
Wool, market
. St
Louis,
Territory and western
unchanged
mediums 1922; fine mediums 16
IS; fine 1213.

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, Mo., March 7 Cattle,
9,000, including 3,300 southerns. Market steady. Native steers, $5.40
7.00; southern steers, $2.506.00;
southern cows and heifers, $3.50
5.25; native cows and heifers, $36;
stockers and feeders, $5ft.60; bulls,
$45.25; calves, $5.085.90; westwestern
ern steers,
$5.256.25;
cows, $3.255.25.
Hogs 12,000. Market strong to 5
cents higher. Bulk, $77.10; heavy,
$8.907.05; packers and butchers,
$77..10; light, $7.107.50.
Sheep 12,000. Market steady. Muttons, $45.25; lambs, $5.256.15;
fed wethers and yearlings, $4.25
5.50; fed western ewes, $4 4. 50.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Cattle

Chicago, March 7.
market firm Beeves

6.40.
A SPLENDID TONIC
Cora, Ky, Mrs. Iva Moore, of this
place, says, "I was so weak, I could
hardly walk. I tried Cardui, and was

greatly relieved. It is a splendid tonic. I have recommended Cardui to
many friends, who tried it with good
results." Testimony like this comes
unsolicited, from thousands of earnest women, who have been benefited
by the timely use of that successful
tonic medicine,' Cardui. Purely vegetable, mild, but reliable, Cardui well
merits its high place in the esteem
of those who have tried it. It relieves
women's pains, and strengthens weak
women. It is certainly worth a trial.
Your druggist sella Cardui.

4,000,

$5.257; Texas

If ycu have trouble in getting rid
streets $4.405.80; western steers of your cold you may know that you
are not treating it properly. There
$4.705.85; stockers and feeders $4
5.90; cows and heifera $2.706; calves is no reason why a cold should hang
on for weeks and it will not if yoj

$79.

Hogs

15,000,

market

take Chamberlain's Cough
Light For sale by all druggists.

slow.

He was then only 37 years
old the youngest man who had ever
held the post. In the following year,
as chairman
of the i Commercial
Club's general committee, he continued fighting for municipal Improve
ment and the furtherance of what is
known as "The Plan of Chicago." It
was under his direction that the committee caused to be published a
for the
$150,000 book as a text-boofuture planning of a beautiful Chicago. Norton was the main money-raise- r
for the project, and Chicago came to
look upon him as one of her mos:
public-spirite-d
citizens, who not only
talked for ber, but was ready to do
the real work.
Personally he is known for his popularity. They say that everybody in
Washington likes him. He cons!ders
recreation of secondary importance.
Not that he fails to enjoy this sport

Remedy.

when he finds time for it, but he
finds the time seldom. Then he rides,
plays golf or tennis, and takes Ion?
walks once in a while. He reads some,
though he is not exactly a "bookish''
man. He knows how to tell a good
story, and can listen well to the
other man's. But working is his long
suit.

1906-190-

k

If You are a Trifle Sensitive
About the size of your shoes, it's some
satisfaction to know that many people can wear shoes a size smaller by
the antishaking Allen's
septic powder, into them. Just the
thing for Dancing Parties, Patent
Leather Shoes, and for Breaking in
New Shoes. When rubbers or over
shoes pecome necessary and your
shoes pinch, Allen's Foot-Eas- e
give
Instant relief. Sold Everywhere, 25c.
Sample FREE. Address, Allen S.
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. Don't accept
any substitute.
Foot-Eeas-

e,

"

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube., kWhen
this tube is inflamed you.ha.ve a rumbling sound or imperfect bearing, and
when it is entirely closed. Deafness
is the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circul
ars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
.'' Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for vonstl- by local applications,

of the Wings of Butterflies are the NewShades of the New Goods
for This Spring. We Shall Not Try to Tell You What Our New
Spring Goods Look Like. This is Impossible. We, However,
Invite You to Visit Our Store and See the Enchantind
New Things This Spring Season Offers.

the Tints
ynedWeasShow

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED BY EXPRESS SOME VERY EXCLUSIVE STYLES
OF OUR GREAT

Percival B. Palmer and Redfern Suits for Worm en
THE LINES AND STYLES OF THESE SUITS STAND SECOND
REMEMBER EVERY SUIT IS WARRANTED AND GUARANTEED
TO

TO

niVF
:-

La Grippe, then Pneumonia
Is too often the fatal sequence. Fol
ey's Honey and Tar expel the cold.
checks the la grippe, and prevents
penumonla. It is a prompt and reliable cough medicine that contains no
narcotics. It is as safe for your children as yourself. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drue Co.
A Cold,

RE OF
515-51- 7
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Albino B. Gallegos a Lag Conchas
In the city today.
cattleman,John Robosser, of Pocatello, Ida,
Is her visiting his sister, Mrs. Fred

BEAVER DAM

-

The

man who does the
weighing, the measuring--th- e
man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS (DRUG

G. BrefehL

CO.

WE HAVE A
NICE LINE OF
FRESH HEAT
BEEF

I

I
I

PORK

I

1

VEAL

I
I
I
I
I

MUTTON

I
I
I

CHICKENS
HAMS AND

I.

BACON
1

1

JOHN. A. PAPEN
)NE 144 AND 145.
5

APRIL

3

FIXED AS

DATE OF RESALE
SPECIAL MASTER

BUNKER

ger on a brief business visit.
George Austin a Santa Fe official,
is here from his headquarters In
looking after official business.
Valerio Baca and his daughter, Miss
Lucia, have gone to Taos, called there
by the serious illness of Adolfo Baca.
Col. R. E. TwitchelL assistant Santa
Fe solicitor, was a vis' tor in Albuquerque yesterday, on company legal
business.
Dr. William P. Mills returned this
afternoon from Trinidad where he
was called yesterday on professional
business.
Miss C M. Duncan who has been
visiting fronds on a nearby ranch has
returned to the city and Is the guest
of Mrs. West-Mr- s.
John Eaton is visiting in Raton for a few days with Mrs. D. M.
Williams. Later she will go east on
an extended visit.
James Doran, a Santa Fe boiler inspector for the New Mexico division,
is here from his headquarters in La
Junta looking after officials business.
W. R. Root, representing a Denver
coffee and spice house, and who
makes this city regularly, was here
today securing orders from local retailers.
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten returned last night to their home in Raton
after a short visit with Mrs. van
Horn-en'father and mother, Mr. and
Mrs. Chris Wiegand.
Matthew Potsch is spending a few
days at his home in Las Vegas. Mr.
lOtsch travels for the Wyeth Hard
ware company of St. Joseph, Mo. He
formerly was with the Charles Ilfeld

SION

PROMISED

WILL

AGAIN DISPOSE OF TRACTION
COMPANY PROPERTY

April 3 has been set by Special
Master V. B. Bunker as the date for
the sale of the plant and property of
' the Las Vegas Railway and Power
company. Under the conditions of
recent ruling by the supreme court
of New Mexico a resale of the com
pany's properties could be demanded
by V. A. Buddecke and others inter
ested in its affairs.
Buddecke and his associates recent
ly complied with the court's order and
deposited with the clerk of the court
for the Fourth Judicial district a cer
tified check for $100,000. This was
for a bona fide bid for the plant and
a Guarantee of good faith.
The plant of the Las Vegas "Railway
and Power company was sold some
time ago on order of the district
court following litigation. Buddecke
and his associates were not satisfied
with the sale and appealed to the supreme court. This body granted, at
its session last August, a resale pro
vided Buddecke and those Interested
with him would deposit $100,000 with
This was
the clerk of the court.
the
who
those
Then
opposed
done.
sale requested of the court a rehear
ing, which was granted, the court in
the mean time allowing Buddecke and
associates to withdraw their money
from the custody of the clerk pending a decision.
The court some time ago decided
t allow the resale under the same
conditions as were imposed in August.
"This was followed (by the
of the money. Unless he orders a
change In the date Special Master
Bunker will come from his home in
Oakland, Calif., to preside at the sale
on April 3.
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice is hereby givea to all tax
payers In Precinct Number 29 of the
County of San Miguel, that I will be
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be
tween the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
receive returns of all taxable proper
ty. Those failing to do so within the
specified t'me will be assessed by me
according to Section 4035 of the oompiled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
25 per cent will be Imposed on those
fail to make returns,
rho 30 JOHN H. YORK. Assessor

company.
W. H. Dearstyne. who represents

a
large Denver paper house, is in town
selling his wares and peddling a number of bran new stories, something
for which Dearstyne is famous from
Dan to Beersheba, or some such
places.
Rev. Dr. Silber, rabbi of Temple Al
bert In Albuquerque, is here as the
the guest of Dr. J. S. Raisin of Tem
ple Montefiore. Dr. Silber may decide
to remain "In Las Vegas until Friday
and assist at services in the local
temple.
Governor William J. Mills will pass
through Las Vegas on the California
limited tomorrow. On his way home
from Washington the governor spent
a day at Ann Arbor, Mich., with his
son, Wilson Mills, who is a student
at the University of Michigan.
Miss Anna Mahlin, superintendent
of the Las .Vegas hospital, left today
for Chicago where she will visit a
short time and then leave for England
where she will be the guest of relatives for several months. Miss Mahlin has been here about a year and
in thatiime has made a large number of friends.
Charles Bradley and his 6ister
Charlotte Bradley, Accompanied toy
Mrs. Clifford MoClanahan, leave tonight for the east, with the body of
the late Dr. C. H. Bradley, which will
be taken to Haverhill, Mass., for
final interment Mrs. McClanahan will
go only "as far as Chicago. Relatives
in Cleveland will meet the children
and the body, and accompany them
the rest of the way.
Mr. and Mrs.' Frank E. Bryce of
El Paso, Tex., are In the city on a
short visit while on their way to Denver. Mr. Bryce is state organizer for
the Fraternal Brotherhood. He will
meet members of the lodge this evening at the home of E. P. Mackel on
Grand avenue. Mr. and Mrs. "W. J.
Crandall, woh have been spending
some time m Albuquerque, are also
here. Mr. Crandall, who is also an
ill' remain here several
organizer;
weeks in the interest of the advancement of bis lodge.
Foley Kidney Pills
Neutralise and remove the noiBonB
that cause backache, rheumatism, ner
vousness and all kidney ana biaaaer
irregularities. They build up and
the natural action of these vital
organs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Ctosb
n

Drug Co.

i

nla are disorders of toe stomach,
Stomach and Liver Tablets
correct these disorders and enable
le
you to sleep. For.-saty ;ajl orUS;-- .
,
gists.
dham-hftriftin-
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"De Beavers is goin' to 'nitiate
Friday night," said one newsie to
-another on the street this morning,
"an' I bet dere will be sometin' doin,'
cause de Santa Fe Beavers Is goin'
to be here and put de Vegas fellers
tru de muddy waters. Deys over
eighty Vegas fellers goin' to gi in
wid de charter class. Three of dem
for This Week
will get de full woiks while de others
will watch de fun. An' dey ain't one
of de eighty dat ain't t'inkln' he's
$11 45 for a $15.00 Vernis
liable to be de goat- - Eey is all scared
ContinMartin bed with
uous Posts.
up, but I wouldn't be if I was dem.
I wish't I wfs old enough to be a
Beaver."
$11.65 for $15.00 Square Post
B.
E. Vernis Martin Iron Beds, the
Supreme Representative
Hockaday today mailed to each memnewest noveliy.
ber of the charter class of the Las
Vegas Dam of Beavers notice the
. $13.95 for a $17.50 Brass Bed
dam would be instituted Friday even
with
Posts, a royal treat
ing. Fraternal Brotherhood hall has
a Brass Bed.
for
those
wanting
been engaged and Mr. Hockaday has
received word the paraphernalia is
Look at window display for
on the way from the grand lodge
anxious
see
Big Reductions in other metal
any
headquarters. If you
beds.
around
the
fellows
hanging
looking
express office cautiously looking at
every large bundle, you can figure
he is some prospective Beaver trying
to gain an insight into what is going to happen to him if he is elected
to "get his'n" Friday
night The
Santa Fe dam will put on the work
ROSENTHAL
and its degree team is said to be
work.
of
efficient
line
this
in
pretty
Following the initiation and obli
Opposite Y. M. C. A.. E. Las Vegas
gation of the class the Lag Vegas
dam will organize. It will elect officers and committees will be appoint
ed. The Beavers will at once begin TWO RESTAURANT
preparations to secure a club home,
which they expect to make a beautiful and comfortable place. The BeavCOURT
HEN
ers' charter class Is made upof representative men of Las Vegas. They
expect to make their lodge the lead- FRED WESTERMAN AND GUS
ing social organization of the city.
CHARGED WITH DISIts club rooms will be the scene of
TURBING THE PEACE
many pretty society events each
year.
As the result of a little excursion of
City Marshal Ben Coles to Kailroad
TUB SWINE OR THIS FLOWER f
avenue
at train time yesterday Fred
Ah met I saw a huge and loathsome sty.
Wherein a drove of wallowing swine
Westennan
and Gus Lehmann, pro
were barred.
rival
of
restaurants on. that
shocked
nostril
the
and
prietors
Whose banquet
the eye;
thoroughfare, were arrested, charged
Then spoke a voice, "Behold the source with too strenuously and loudly solof lard!"
Weet-erma- n
I fled, and saw a field that seemed at first iciting business on the street.
was arrested by Coles and takOne glistening mass of roses pure and
white.
en to the court of Justice of the
With dewy buds 'mid dark green foliage Peace D. R.
Murray where he was asnursed;
of $5 and costs. After
a
sessed
fine
the
o'er
I
as
lovely
sight,
And,
lingered
The summer breeze, that cooled that squaring up with the Judge, Wester-ma- n
Southern scene.
swore out a complaint for LehWhispered, "Behold the source of
mann, whose trial was held this lnorn-i- n
COTTOLENE!"
gat 10 o'clock. Judge Murray, after hearing the evidence, took the
case under advisement
In the trial thiB morning Wester-maand Lehmann appeared in the
role of attorneys. They
s
witnesses and put up
in a manner that would
credit to a
lawyer.
Some time ago Mayor Goodall instructed Marshal Coles to Inform the
Kairoad avenue restaurant keepers
Rich and Poor are Tempted
they must use no other means of
to Buy
drawing trade to their places of business than the ringing of Mis. The
25c Tablets, 2 for
25c restaurant men were told to
stay on
15c Tablets
10c
the side walk directly in front of
10c Tablets
, 5c their places of business and not ven
10c
25c Rope Manila Dusters
ture into the street or call out to peo
4 Hair Nets
25:
pie to patronize them. Alleged vio
6 lbs. Siberian Millet Seed.... 25c
lations of these instructions were re35c Sanitary Hair Rolls
25c
sponsible for their arrest yesterday.
3 Boxes 20 Mule Borax....... 25c
Since the mayor's rules went into
.... 25c effect Railroad
Boys' 50c Soft Shirts..
avenue has been a
Men's 25c Neckties...
. 10c
much quieter place and Marshal
10c Crepe Paper, per roll...... 5c
Coles Bays he will see that the res8 lbs. Oyster Shell..
25c taurant men observe them to the letMisses Percale Shirtwaists.... 25c ter. It is the contention of the city
25c Decorated Crepe Paper. ... . 10c
officials that the restaurants can live
10 Birthday Postcards
10c
and prosper! without creating a din
10s on the streets.
5 St. Partick's Novelties
10c St. Patrick's Novelties...
5c
10c St Patrick's Postcards.... 10c
REAL SPRING WEATHER
25 lbs. Ice Cream Salt......... 25c
Real spring weather, the kind that
Men's Linen Collars...
10c
and
makes one think of Oxfords
Men's White and Colored Hand-Las
in
straw
Vegas
hats,
prevailed
5c
kercihefs
According to the maximum
15c today.
Chopping Bowls
at the weather observing
thermometer
$5.00 MisBes't Cloaks reduced
at
the
station
Normal, the highest
to ...
$2.98
temperature for the day was 62 deFoot Tubs.
40c
grees.
Mediums sized Wash Boards. . 15c
Men's Soft Shirts, collars attached
50c
Best draught beer in the city, at
Torchon Laces and Insertions yd 5c the Lobby, of course.
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sofo-

$45

ALSO DRESSERS

TIE

AREIN

LEH-MAN-

n

GREAT

cross-question-

argi-l.-.tnti'-n-

TEMPTATION

full-fledg-

.

When von hsve rheumatism in your
foot or instep' apply Chamberlain's
Liniment and you will get quiok reWhy
lief. It coste.ttrat a quarter.
Trv a dmm of OM Tavlw Jw'rtwr. Suffer? For sale by all druggists.
at the Omrn bur, Served from barThe Optic le4rr "others tag.
rels on the bar.

DO YOUR

DUTY AND SAVE BY
TRADING AT THE

5, 10

rid

25c STOKE

Opposite Wells Fargo Express.

IIOWTOADVERTISE

EXPLAINED BY
DENVER MAN

ERA AGAIN

A $0.23 Iron Bed Any
Color or Size. With
Brass Top Rods and
Knobs

THE SANTA FE LODGE WILL PUT
ON THE WORK LIVELY SES-

To-pe-

Pboue Main3

I

FRIDAY NIGHT

.i

A. M. Hammond went yesterday
evening to Wagon Mound and Sprin-

brought into this country such a thing
could not be done. Soma months ago
an American citizen stole diamonds
in Brussels valued at a large figure
'
going thence to Mexico where the
jewels were pawned. All the facts In
the case were known and on his arrival in New York the thief was arrested. The district attorney's office
decided, however, that the man could
neither be prosecuted nor extradited
BEGINNING OF FEDERAL ACTIONS and although his guilt was easy of J. H. M'DUFFEE GAVE INTERESTINDICATE FURTHER INVESproof he had to be set free. IU4 be ING LECTURE AT COMMERCIAL
CLUB SMOKER
brought the Jewels Into this country,
TIGATIONS
however, be could have been prose
a new cuted and If convicted, pnlshed.
How to make the best use of adverNew York. March
was explained last night at a
Investitising
and
era of trust prosecutions
in the Commercial club rooms
smoker
now
ex
is
Within
it
two
months,
gations is beginning is the opinion
A
- by J. It McDuffee ot Denver.
new
New
York's
f!2,great
pected,
held in financial circles here in
000,000' library, said to be the finest large number of Las Vegas' busiof the federal actions which structure of its kind in the country, ness and professional men were preshave Just been begun against the will be thrown open to the public. ent Mr. McDuffee illustrated his resteamship lines and the More than six years have been re marks with a series of lantern slides.
He showed his hearers what to avoid
"electrical trust," and as a result of quired for the completion of the build in
advertising and what to seize upon
one
has
which
of
become
already
intimation that other ing
trustworthy
as the best mediums for getting the
of
Coincident
the
the
with
sights
city.
soon to come in
big combinations are
Its opening opportunity will be given attention of the public. Mr. McDufmessages from
Private
attention.
lor
to anyone who wishes to purchase a fee said newspaper advertising was
Inthe best possible moans of building
Washington to Wall street bouses
library building U do so cheaply,
and Increasing a
dicate that the Stanley resolution pro- since with the
opening of the new up, maintaining
U.
whether it be wholesale or
business,
viding for an Investigation of the
come
will
the
of
books
home
closing
S. Steel Corporation which was put to
He advised his hearers to
of the old Astor library downtown retail.
the
at
committee
"rules
the
in
avoid "fake" advertising.
sleep
to
sale
the highest bidder.
and its
session of congress Just ended is
Honesty and consistency, according
this dark and
For
years
inand
democratic
of
to Mr. McDuffee, should be used in
assured
enough
dingy landmark has been the book
if it is to be successfuL
surgent votes to provide for its encnter of New York. When John advertising
d
the
actment soon after
The use of plenty of white apace he
Jacob Astor died In 1848 he bequeathalso advised if it Is desired that an
Representative
congress convenes.
ed
1400,000 for the establishment of
advertisement be read by the public
Stanley, the author of the resolution, a
free public library In New York.
Mr. McDuffee demonstrated that be
is quoted as claiming a clear majority
The library was Incorporated In 1849 knows considerable about the art of
for the measure as the result of a canvass be has been making on this sub the first trustees Including such advertising. HiB 'ecture on the wbo'e
men as Washington Irving,
was helpful. Those who beard it flject "The attitude of a majority of
Halleck, Samuel Ward and oured good Ideas, which, if p'aced
of the new con
the members-elec-t
others equally famous.
Its use- into
operation, will be sure to result
gress," says Mr. Stanley, "Is that the
as a library gone, there is
steel trust U the most dangerous com fulness
beneficially to the business men who
binatlon of capital In the country. If considerable speculation as to what try. them- Following the lecture an
the tobacco trust attempts to dictate will become of the old building. It Informal discussion of advertising
to the farmer he can hold back bis has been twice added to and seems was conducted and several business
fit for no use whatever least of all men made remarks.
crop. If the meat packers try to op
as a library. In all probability it
press the cattle grower or the consumer the latter can join hands and will be torn down to make way for a
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
modern commercial structure thus Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine
dispense with the packer. These interests have practical and effective sharing the fate of the
falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signa-inducements to treat the public fair- millionaire that faced it; celebrated Tablets. Druggists refund money if It
e
days under the name of ture Is on each box. 25a
trust ad iu
ly. But when the steel
vances its prices there is no redress Colonnade Row. The new library hag
because it controls the raw material a capacity for nearly 4,000,000 books,
Tony Faust Budweiser beer is
of the industry and through this although at its openling probably not on tap at the Opera bar and is one
d
of this number
control dictates to the independent more than
of the finest draft beers served over
e
miles of
manufacturers
what they
shall will occupy its sixty-threany bar in the city.
charge" The possibility of a serious shelves
investigat'on of the steel corporation
A new form of graft has just been
is attracting unusual attention in the
financial world, brokers and traders brought to light here which has probeing curious to see whether the Mor- vided an easy means of separating
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
gan Influence or the "Morgan luck" New Yorkers and visitors to this city
w'll be potent enough to sidetrack the alike from many thousands of dolthreatened investigation as it has oth lars. This pastime, which Is as simers in the past.
ple as it is effective, is. known as
"
"flippin the metter" and U employed
H. E. PIERCE & CO.
taxi-cabU
in
of
drivers
collecting
the
Tbe startling fact that
perpe
Proudly Present
The
trator of certain kinds of thefts can exorbitant and illegal fares.
boast of their acts with perfect im- graQ might still have been going on
munity here is the most curious de- merrily had not a driver attempted to
velopment of the recent robbery of flip the meter when carrying as a
something Hire $130,000 worth of passenger the chief of the bureau of
Jewelry from a passenger on an ocean licenses, in charge of the city's newly
liner. A'tbough the police are con- installed meter inspection system.
ducting a search for the thieves it is The method of operation is easy.
the opinion of foreign representatives merely consisting of giving the metal
By EDWIN MILTON ROYLE
that the hunt is a mere waste of time flag over the meter a flip of Just the
if
propbecause of the extradition laws with right strength. Every flip,
the country from which' the vessel erly performed, however, adds anyas Presented
came. According to tnese experts the where from fifty cents to two dollars Exactly
due.
as
to
indicated
fare
the
being
thieves might hire a theatre, Invite the
for Two Years
district attorney and the chief of po- Had not the chauffeur who carried
lice as guests of honor, and give a lec- Chief Oliver from Times Square to the
ture explaining Just how they had Grand Central station, a distance of
carried out the Job. Provided it could about a mile, been so ambitious all
not be shown that the booty had been might have been well. So industriousin
brought into this country nothing ly did he flip his little fig, however,
could be done to punish them for an that the charges shown by the meter
New York.
admitted crime. To the lay mind it is at the end of the five minutes run
amounted to 1 6.20. As a result meters
a bit difficult to understand why
criminals should not be ap- have now been installed which can PRICES: $1.50, $i, 50c
prehended and punished, tout the law not be flipped, but the graft yielded
"THE SQUAW flAN"
shows that unless the booty has been handsomely while it lasted.

BIG SALE OF INTERESTS FEAR
METAL BEDS TRUST BUSTING

INSTALLATION OF

Frank Revell,
nCMNTRACTOB and BOLDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building Job Work a Specialty
Opposite Optio
Phone, Main 336
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

You Will Endorse

Our savings bank, because our financial condition
in every way. We guarantee you
security on all your deposits. Why don't you open
is satisfactory

Account
A
Savings
'""
will be sufficient
dollar
us?
One
With
'

to start you
of deIf
habit
direction.
the
in the right
you get
all
soon
have
most
a
do, you'Jl
goodly
positing, as
amount to your .credit.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BATIK

S&b,Q$&3$8$0O&Od$ 00
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Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following deIn Number, scribed
Originally Twenty-Fivestray animal wu taken up bv
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M. .
They Were Imported to .Thla
One brown filly 2 years
Country From the Orient.
NATURAL

?r?

191

fir
n

h

Jokea were first Imported to this
country several hundred years ago
from Egypt, Babylon and Assyria, and
have since then grown and multiplied.
They are in extensive use In all parts
of the country, and an antidote for
thoughts are'indlspensable at all dinner parties.
There were originally 25 Jokes, but
when this country was formed they
added a constitution, which Increased
the number to 26. These Jokes have
married and Intermarried
among
themselves and their children travel
from press to press.
Frequently In one week a Joke will
travel from New York to San Fran-

Optic's Number, Main 2.
ATE8 FSR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion
Estimate tlx ordinary worda to a line.
Ne ad to occupy less apace than two
line. All advertisement charged will
he Booked at apace actually set, with
aut regard to number of worda. Caah
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

1

cisco.
The Joke is no respecter of persons.
Shameless and unconcerned,
he tells the story of his life over and
over again. Outside of the ballot box
he Is the greatest repeater that we
have.
Jokes are of three kinds plain, Il-

Branded
H
On left shoulder
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to tnu
Board, unless claimed iy owner on or
before March 24, '11, Bald date being 10
days after last appearancs of this ai
vertlsement, raid estray will be so'd
by this Board for the benefit oi
I
owner when found.
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ID YOU EVER stop lo think .that every family
should haveThe Optic as part of its

J

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
t:
One bay stallion.
Branded
H
On left shoulder .
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this
said estray will be Bold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.

A

NECESSITY
The father wants news while it is tresh, he wants to

To-wi-

to discuss intelligently

be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
with his business acquaintances the timely events of

lustrated and pointless. Frequently
he day.
they are all three.
'I
No Joke is without honor, except In
Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
its own country. Jokes form one of
an
four staples and employ
army of
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
workers who toll night and day to
turn out the often neatly finished
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
product. The importation of Jokes,
while considerable, Is not as gcat as
It might be, as the flavor ts 'lost in First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
every member of your family.
transit.
Jokes are used in I be household as
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
Estray Advertisement
an antiseptic. As scene breakers they
to
Notice
whom
is
it
hereby
given
have no equal. Life.
New Mexico and the world at large.
may concern that the following de
LIVE MAN or woman wanted for
was
scribed
animal
taken
by
estray
up
NOTICE OF SALE
'work at home paying $2.00 to $3.00
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
One brown filly.
per day, with opportunity to ad- Territory of New Mexico,
vance. Spare time can be used. County of San Miguel.
Branded
H
On left shoulder
Work not difficult and requires no
In the District Court.
Branded
experience. Universal House, 352 Charles Ufeld Company, Plaintiff.
On left thigh
No. 6370
Wabash avenue, Chicago.
vs.
Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank
Said animal being unknown to this
Solomon Jacoby and r-or
on
owner
claimed
unless
Board,
by
WANTED
Mrs.
First class cook.
Goldberg, Defendants.
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
John Shank, 513 East Douglas.
Notice is hereby given that the days after last appearance of this ad
undersigned, sheriff of the County vertisement, said estray will be sold
Send to my address until I order it discontinued THE
of San Miguel, pursuant to a judg by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
DAILY
OPTIC.
ment rendered on the 15th day of
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
M.
N.
February, A. ID., 1911, in favor of
BY
Albuquerque,
FOR SALE Fuller and Johnson gas- the above named plaintiff and against First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
Name.
oline farm pump engine; also thor- the above named defendants, in that
oughbred brown leghorn chickens. certain cause of action numbered
Address .
Estray Advertisement
Main 156.
6970 on the civil docket of the disNotice is hereby given to whom !t
trict court of San Miguel county, nay concern that the following deFOR SALE Jersey cow, with young wherein the Charles Ilfeld Company
creed estray animal was taken up by
in
calf, Jersey heifer 2 years old. was plaintiff and Solomon Jacoby and Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
8
10
or
One
bay mare
Southwest Realty Co., Burr Faunce,
Goldberg were defendyears old.
Sapello, N. M.
was
which
said
based
suit
upon
ants,
Branded
an account stated, between the plain
with white face, weighs about 600
On left jaw
Estray Advertisement
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock tiff and defendants, will, on the 15th
THE LOBBY
Notice is hereby given to whom it lbs.
Branded
deconcern
the
that
following
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money day of April, A. D
may
Branded
On
ten
left
shoulder
at
1911,
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left ribs
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- o'clock in the forenoon of said day,
N. M.
Las
Emitt
Cruces,
Isaacks,
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
BEST
THE
Branded
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2. at the front door of the store build- - Branded
Ono red and white steer,
On left hip
On
left
hip
weighs about S00 lbs.
ing on the Mora road, in the City of
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
FOR SALE Legal blanks of aU de- Las
Branded
Vegas, in said county and terriOn left shoulder
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ribs.
On
left
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
scriptions. Notary seals and
March 24, '11, said date being 10
tory, wherein the above named deSaid animal being unknown to this
to tnit beforeafter
unknown
Said
animal
being
at The Optlo office.
ad
last
of
of
this
on
were
25th
the
fendants
days
appearance
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
day
Board, unless claimed by owner on o. vertisement, said estray will be sold
January, A. D., 1911, conducting a before March 24, '11, said date beins-iMarch 24, '11, said date being 10 by this Board for the benefit of the CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M F. o. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
before
appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this au owner
general merchandise business, sell to days after last
when found.
evenings each month, at Fraternal
Regular communisaid estray will be sold vertlsement,
said estray will be sold
the highest bidder for cash, the stock vertisement,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
brotherhood hall. Visiting Brothers
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the beneiit or tue
and
first
cation
of merchandise and all the things, owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M.
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulre,
owner when found.
In
FOR RENT CHEAP 4 room cottage
'
third
Mar.
Mar.
Thursday
'11,
3, last pub.
14,
First pub.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
articles, wagons and horses, taken in
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
President; E. C. Ward. Secretary.
each month. Visitpartly furnished, garden, chicken to the possession of the undersigned,
N. M.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Albuquerque,
Mar.
cor
First
Advertisement
3,
Mar.
last
'11.
brothers
cow
14,
pub.
line.
on
and
'11.
car
NO.'
pub.
Estray
house, barn
FRATERNAL
lot,
ing
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14,
BROTHERHOOD,
as such sheriff, on the 25th day of
Notice la hereby given to whom it
W,
H.
William
102
Stapp,
Invited.
Inquire 417 Eighth street.
Meets
every Monday night at
January, A. D., 1911, under and by
may concern that the following de dially
their hall in the Schmidt building,
scribed estray animal was taken up by M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
Advertisement
virtue of a writ of attachment sued
Estray Advertisement
Estray
FOR RENT Three convenient housevest of Fountain Square, a eight
Notice is hereby given to whom it Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
out by the above named plaintiff in
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
det:
the
concern
One
sorrel
faced
that
blazed
defollowing
Concern
keeping rooms, furnished 321 Lin- said
the
o'clock.
may
that
may
RVisiting members are corfollowing
TEMPLAKNIGHTS
action; that a full inventory or scribed
animal was taken .up by scribed estray animal was taken up by mare 5 or 6 years old.
coln.
welcome.
Fred Philips, presidially
second
schedule of said property so attache. Walter estray
Branded
Emitt isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
Regular concl?
Coleman, Elk, N. M.
Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
dent;
at
of
In
the
On
month
is
the
10
return
Jaw
contained
left
each
8
cow
10
in
or
mare
about
One
brown
One black
Tuesday
Do you know that of all the minor
Baily, Treasurer.
Mown t Tiinle at 7:30 P. m. C. U
ailments colds are by far the most sheriff upon said writ of attachment, years old.
Branded
years old, weight about 750 lbs.
v
H
of
said
On
left
clerk
shoulder
office
not
filed
of
la
the
In
Branded
Charles
Tamme,
the
C.:
itself
the
S.
It
cold
dangerous?
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
On left jaw
that you need to fear, but the serious district court on the 9th day of Feb
On left ribs
Branded
I. O. B. B. Meeta every first Tuesrecorder.
diseases that it often leads to. Most
On left thigh
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
A. D., 1911; that said Judg
ruary,
ROYAL
of the month ' in the vestry
NO.
day
3,
CHAPTER
of these are known as germ diseases
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown U. uus LAS VEGAS
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
of
In
the
favor
rendered
was
ment
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
meumoma ana consumption are
ARCH NIAS0N8 Regular convoca
Branded
before March 24, '11, said date being 1U Board, unless claimed by owner on or
among them. Why not. take Cham said plaintiff and against said deo'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
On left thigh
after last appearance of this ad before March 24, '11, said date being 10
tion first Monday In each
days
berlain's Cough. Remedy and cure your fendants for the sum of one thousand
inivted. Isaac
vertisement, said estray win be sola days after last appearance of this ad
month at Masonic Temple,
cordially
Appel,
cold while you can? For sale by all
0
sixty-si- x
and
four hundred
by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray will be sold
m. J. A.
SecChas.
7:30
out
President;
at
on
p.
barred
left
Greenclay,
thigh.
druggists.
owner when found.
by. this Board for the benefit of the
(1466.57) dollars, and the costa of
H. P.; Chas. H.
retary.
Said animal being unknown to this
BOARD.
owner
SANITARY
found.
when
CATTLE
this action, amounting to the sum of Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Sporleder, Secretary.
Albuquerque, N. M.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
LOCAL TIME CARD
($69.75) dol- before March 24, '11, said date being 10 First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
sixty nine and
Albuquerque, N. M.
NO. 2. O. E.
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
ad
this
of
CHAPTER
last
after
RANSFORD
'11
of
appearance
Mar.
15th
days
laat
Mar.
on
3,
14,
said
the
First
that
day
pub.
pub.
lars;
sold
will
be
said
Thursestray
vertlsement,
fourth
and
second
S.
Thursday in O. R. C. haU, Pioneer
Meets
April, A. D., 1911, there will be due by this Board for the benefit of the
WEST BOUND
Estray Advertisement
Mrs.
Agbuilding.
Masonic
whom
in
it
the
to
to
Visiting members are corTemple.
defendants
the
from
Notice
and owing
days
is nereby given
owner when found.
Warning to Railroad Men
Arrive
deThoW. a. Tipton, G. K.;
Invited.
concern
the
that
following
dially
M.
severe
even
dan
Matron;
nes
may
thousand
Lookout
for
one
sum
of
BOARD.
Worthy
the
and
SANITARY
CATTLE
Tripp,
No. 1
1:60 P. M. plaintiff
was taken up by gerous kidney and bladder trouble reanimal
scribed
E.
P.
M.
estray
S.
F.
N.
Mackel,
e
0
Bo
B.
Patron;
mas
eighty-onand
Worthy
wen,
Albuquerque,
w.
No. 8
6:15 A, M. four hundred
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11 Francisco L. Galvez, Ojo cauente,
sulting from years of railroading.
A.
included
Minerva
Mrs.
Secretary.
Howell,
I.
interest
F
O.
O.
dollars,
LAS
VEGAS LODGE NO. 1
M.
No. 7
5:15 P. M. ($1481.24)
Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third St., Fort
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street. .Meets every Monday evening at
One brown six year old Wayne, Ind., was many years a conNo. 9
6:35 P. M- - to said date, together with the said
steer.
and
ductor on the Nickel Plate. He says:
($69.75)
sum of sixty-nin- e
Estray Advertisement
their hall on Sixth street. All visitDepart
NO.
LODGE
1,
DORADO
LI C
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom it
the
and
action
costs
of
this
"Twenty years of railroading left my EL
dollars
ing Brethren cordially invited to atM.
1
2:10 P.
No.
M
Meets
O
PYTHIAS
OP
deKN1GHT8
On
left
concern
the
ribs
that
may
following
kidneys in terrible condition. There
Carl Werta, N. G.; A. T.
tend,
6:20 A. M. costs of this sale.
No. 3
Said animal being unknown to this was a continual pain across my back
evenscribed estray animal was taken up by
every Monday
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 20, 1911.
Jas. A. Lafferty, Richardson, N. M. Board, unless claimed by owner on or and hips and my kidneys gave me
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, SecreNo. 7
6:40 P. M.
in Castle HalL
ing
SECUNDINO ROMERO,
One red mottlefaced cow. before March 24, '11, said date being 10 much distress, and the action of my
No. 9
7:00 P. M.
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Vl3iting Knights are
days after last appearance of this ad- bladder was frequent and most painSheriff. also one red mottlefaced calf, both
Feb.
Hedgcock, cemetery truatee.
Invited.
sold
cordially
Branded
ful. I got a supply of Foley Kidney
ET1 vertisement, said estray will be
EAST BOUND
of the Pills and the first bottle made a wonCharles
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODOn left ribs
E.
f'l by this Board for the benefit
'
owner when found.
Arrive
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
derful Improvement and four bottles
Chancellor
ERN W06DMEN OF AMERICA
Said animal being unknown to this
BOARD.
SANITARY
CATTLE
M.
2
No.
cured me completely. Since being
9:10 P.
Notice Is hereby given that the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Meeta the second and fourth TuesCommander;
Harry
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Kidcured I have recommended Foley
No. 4
.11:25 P. M. partnership existing between D. A before March 24, '11, said date being 10 First
Martin, Keeper of
days of each month in the W. O. W.
pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14,11. ney Pille to many of my railroad
No. 8
1:15 A. M. Suller and William Whalen doing days after last appearance of this ad
Records and Sea).
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
G. Sohaefer
O.
Bold
and
Red
friends."
will
be
said
estray
No 10
1:45 P. 21 business under the firm name of the vertlsement,
Co.
Cross
benefit
of
Advertisement
ths
the
Board
this
for
Drug
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk.
Estray
by
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Las Vegas Auto and Machine rem- owner when found.
Depart
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
neighbors are cordially in9:15 P. M. nanv has been dissolved. Mr Sulier
UNION OF AMERICA
No. 8
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following deMeet first
vited.
A Special Medicine for Kidney AilN.
bv
was
scribed
animal
taken
up
Albuqiierqn-oestray
No. 4
and third Wednesdays of each
,....11:30 P. M. retired from the business Febraary
ments .
Mar. 14, '11 Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
montn at fraternal Brotherhood
1:25 A. M. 16, Mr. Whalen acquiring full owner- First pub. Mar. 3, last pub.
No. 8
In
found
have
Many
people
t:
elderly
DENTISTS.
One brown cow, weighs
rea
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. to,; W. A.
8:10 P. M. ship- The business will be continued
No. 10
quick
Remedy
Foley's
Kidney
about 760 lbs.
F. R. LORD
kid
benefit
and
from
lief
permanent
Branded
Given, Secretary. Visiting memunder the same name by Mr. Wha
Estray Aavertisement
and bladder ailments and from an
DENTIST
ney
On
ribs
left
whom
to
it
bers
Invited.
s
is
Notice
assumes
given
hereby
cordially
the company
len, who
due to
Irregularities
noying
urinary
Office
dePioneer
to
Bulldln
the
tin
Said
concern
animal
unknown
that
following
being
business and to whom all accounts may
animal was taken up by Board, unless claimed by owner on or advancing years. Isaac N. Regan, E. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Rooms
scribed
4
and
estray
Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
contracted on and after February 16, Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
before March 24, '11, Bald date being 10 Farmer, effected
Office Phone Main 57
In
a
cure
entercomplete
Remedy
contracts
No
B
adare
old
of
this
1911,
cow, weigh days after last appearance
payable.
One year
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Residence Phone 41a
my case and I want others to know
vertisement, said estray will be Bo'd of
ed Into or Indebtedness incurred after about 700 lbs.
Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross
O.
It."
the
of
benefit
Board
this
for
the
Branded
by
un
honored
will
DR.
be
date
E. L. HAMMOND
V
the above
BNORAVBRJ-rRINTBR- J
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConDrug Co.
owner when found.
On right ribs
DENTIST
less approved by the undersigned.
don,
Secretary.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
WILLIAM WHALEN.
Suite 4, Crockett Building.
N. M.
Has
and
is
the
best
Tar
Albuquerque,
Honey
m m Jm
"Foley's
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth
Board, unless claimed by owner on or First
,01
pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11. cough remedy I ever used as it quickphones at office and residence
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
hall
erhood
every second and fourth
ly stoped a severe rough that had
If you have trouble In getting rid days after last appearance of this ad
Thursday, sleep at the eighth rua
long troubled me," Bays J. W. Kuhn,
ATTORNEYS
Estray Advertisement
of your cold you may know that you vertlsement. said estray will be sold
Neb." Just as quickly and
Visiting brothers always welcome Qo. H. Hunker
are not treating it properly. There by this Board for the benefit of the, Notice la hereby given to whom de-It Princeton,
Chester K. Hunk'
surely It acta In all cases of coughs,
to the wigwam.
W. O. Wood,
may concern that the following
is no reason wthy a cold should hang owner when found.
HUNKER & HUNKER
Reand
la
trouble.
lun?
colds,
was
taken
grippe
by
up
BOARD.
scribed
animal
not
SANITARY
If
CATTLE
will
estray
you
on for weeks and It
sachem; David Flint, chief of recfuse substitutes. O. G Schaefer and
Attorneys at Law
Emitt IsaackB, Las Cruces, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
ords and collector of wamoum, La Vegas,
Co.
Cross
red
Red
t:
3
'11
old
Drug
One
heifer,
Mar.
14,
year
New Uexlc.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub.
For sale by all druggists.
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How They Say
Good Night
j
I

J

JANE'S
ROMANCE

!

!l

THE SQUAW

When Burglars
Met

Good night is a very
simple combination of two simple words, and ordinarily it 1b very easy to say it You
hear it everywhere, and on the
lip.
of everybody.
But there are timet in a mans life
when it is a most
stupendous undert
taking to say
When he has been to visit the lode-star of his affections, and pater'
famlllas and his wife have become
tired out, and gone discreetly to bed.
and the grateful music of their snoring is coming refreshingly down the
stairway, mingled with the sound of
the clock on the church
steeple slowly striking the hour of midnight then
the ordeal begins.
He knows it is time to
say goodnight, and go; but ho dreads it
and would fain put far off the
dreadful moment. And she feels Just
the same. She knows that her
will be red next day from losseyes
of
sleep, and that she will feel like "a
stewed witch," however that may be;
and be realizes Just how all the columns of figures he is always
adding
will run together next day. and how
the "old man" will snort when he
finds him napping over the
ledger,
and how the boys In the office will
quote love-sicpoetry to him. and
otherwise make themselves as Infernally disagreeable as they know.
He rises at last with the firm determination in his heart that he will say
it, and have it over.
"MabeL dear, I must go. It is awfully late, and your dear little head
ought to have been on the pillow long
ago. I am such a thoughtless, selfish
fellow. 1 must say good-nigand let
you get a bit of sleep, before the sun
"
rises. Well, good-nigThen she looks at him. and she
says:
"Archie, must youT Oh, dear, it
Isn't late at all. It's only Just a little
wee bit past eleven, and I haven't
said half what I wanted to. I had lots
and lots of things to tell you, and"
"It is after midnight, darling, and
your pa has stopped snoring, and I
heard him clearing his throat Just
now, as if he were preparing to say
something."
"Oh, Archie, don't you mind about
dad. He's got a throat trouble, and
he clears his pipes a good deal. He'll
doze oft In a minute. Must you goT
Well, goodnight."
Oh, don't
"Yes, dear,
come out in the chill night air. You
might get cold, and I should never
Well, goodforgive myself, never.
night."

Patricia Weldon held the receiver
Jane Smith was romantic. In spite
of her plain name or because of it-- she to her ear and listened to her chum's
hated plain things and plain, prac- voice.
"Pat, dear, do you mind running
tical people. Therefore, despite the
fact that she loved him and that she over to our house to put a few shovTom
nad been his constant companion els of coal In our furnace?
from childhood and that he was emi- wants me to stay In town for dinner.
nently suitable, she refused Tom An- We will be out on the
son when he proposed to her Jn direct It's an awful thing to ask you to do,
dear, but we don't want the fire to
and simple language.
"You are waiting for some fairy go out on such a cold night You
prince to come along," commented her don't mind? You are a darling, Pat,
father, bitterly, when he had extract- and don't forget that when you go in
ed the truth from her. "Better come by the cellar door to cloBe it gently
down out of the clouds and accept a sometimes the lock slips sad locks
Good-by- ,
dear."
good, sensible man while you have itself. Be careful.
Patricia hung up the receiver. She
the chance. There are not many Tom
decided to go over to the house herAn sons."
Shortly after plain Tom Anson had self and attend to the fire. The Stone
been sent away so unceremoniously home was just across a small lot
Jane was rowing on the small lake She slipped her long fur coat over her
that bordered on her father's estate, tea gown and after locking her own
near the high road, when her canoe door she went over to the houBe of
upset and she found herself flounder- her friend.
She found no difficulty in opening
ing in the water.
At the psychological moment a the cellar door and removed her
large motor car rounded a sharp curve heavy coat and left it on the smooth,
In the road, chugging like a red de- white stairs before venturing to the
mon, and Jane's heart, beneath her blackness of the cellar. Patricia went
soaked linen bodice, gave a leap.
bravely on toward the furnace and
Her Prince Charming, at last! It began to shovel the coal.
was evident that he had seen beauty
In the big living room above a man
in distress at the first glance and was sprang
quickly to his feet
gallantly coming to the rescue. The
There's somebody
"By Jove!
crimson car, with a final, indignant prowling about in the cellar!" He
snort, was rounded in off the high tiptoed over to a huge bag lying on
road and brought to a standstill. The the couch and took out a large, ugly- occupant threw aside cap, goggles and looking shotgun.
other lr- - pediments Instantaneously
I ll Just surprise him at his own
and with incredible speed had reached
even if the gun isn't loaded.1
game
the water and plunged in.
The man crept cautiously down the
The handsome stranger carried her,
cellar stairs, the noise of shaking
dripping but happy, up the bank. She down the
fire drowning his footfalls,
allowed herself the luxury of leaning
Patricia Weldon took one last look
against his shoulder until he had dried
her face upon a corner of the linen into the fire and, turning suddenly,
dust coat in the car and made no de- found herself looking Into the muzzle
mur as he placed her on the front of a shotgun. She promptly did the
seat where he could support her as he first thing that entered her head. She
fell In a faint to the floor.
steered.
The man's gun fell almost before
On that short drive homeward she
learned all about her handsome res the girl dropped. He rushed to her
cuer. He was the young Lord Fits side and with something very much
Maurice, to whom the estate adjoin like a swear word on his lips picked
ing her father's had fallen some years up the huddled mass of unconscious
previously; he had Just arrived from beauty and with shaking heart but
foreign parts to look over his ances steady arms carried it up the stairs.
tral property with a view to repairing
When he stopped, half-waup, to
kick the fur coat out of his way, Pa
and, later, inhabiting the old place
During the next few weeks Jane tricia found her senses. She felt her
went about with dreamy eyes. Every self being rather reluctantly put
afternoon, at a certain hour, she was down on the couch in the living room.
met near the lake by the mysterious The man sat down beside her then
red motor car and when she returned, and with a man's awkwardness began
pink cheeked, from her stolen ride to fan her with a magazine.
she had listened to more romantic
"Wake up, girl! For goodness' sake
nonsense In two hours than simple wake up!"
"Good-nighArchie Would you Tom Anson would have told her in
Patricia felt instinctively that his
really and truly care if I should bo six months.
next move would be for water, and as
111?"
It had gone so far thatshe had she had no desire to be soaked she
"My" dearest!' I" should die it any- promised to marry her brave rescuer, opened her eyes slowly and effec
thing happened to you! Well, good- unconditionally, any day and hour tively.
Was that your that he might name, when one day he
night; and, hark!
Who are you and how do you hap
father calling you?"
begged the privilege of meeting her pen to be in Mrs. Stone's house?" she
cat
was
the
That
own
home.
indeed!
In
her
"No,
asked.
"In secret, of course, love."
down cellar. I don't believe you would
Who are you and how do you come
a
That night, when everyone had re- to be in
care very much if I should go into
my sister's house?"
decline and die. You'd go right off tired to the upper regions. It was
The man laughed.
d
own
fair
that
hand
and
Jane's
unlocked
a
that
marry
after little,
Patricia jumped up. "Alice Stone's
Kate Stirling; and 1 de- the hall door and at his bidding, left
She has never even menbrother!
test the sight of her. Well, good- It so, while he made fervid and furi tioned that she has a brother!"
ous love to her in the drawing room,
night!"
Nor has she mentioned to me that
When the clock struck 1 a low whis
"Mabel, you know I wouldn't look
she has a new chum!"
freckle-faceOld
caused
the
without
tle
to
lord
young
at Kate Stirling!
If the light of understanding dawned
thing! You little goose, you! Well, start to his feet hastily.
in both minds at the same time
1
Is
so
now.
That
late
I
must
I
could
Ah,
go
"What,
already?
really,
neither spoke of it.
"
linger by your side forever, but duty
o'clock, by Jove! Well,
"I have just come in from a hunt
arm
his
me.
has
calls
was
That
Farewell.
he
got
my
By this time
around her, and is holding her hand chauffeur's warning. Tomorrow at the ing trip and before that I had about
circled the globe."
In his, to give him courage to speak usual trystlng place!"
"I suppose the gun you were about
And
was
of
farewell.
he
With
words
that
and
Jane
gone
the distressing
"
she clings to his coat button, and was about to lock the door behind to shoot me
not
loaded. I can't tell you
"Was
twists it so bewitchingly that he isn't him. Then, following a romantio im
mortal if he does not respond in some pulse much easier for Jane than how sorry I am to have frightened
way; and all you people who have simply being sensible she slipped you so. I couldn't see any one until
been lovers know Just how he does it fdown to the gate behind him, stealing you fell the turn was sudden."
Archie. I shall along In the shadow unpbserved. At
"It was stupid of me to faint I
"Well,
not see you again for two whole days, the gate she had meant to step out had come over to fix the fire for
n
and surprise him, but Just then a muf Alice."
I suppose," and she heaves a
"If you feel equal to It now, I will
sigh, which gives him the idea fled figure rose from behind a clump
that it is all she can do to bear it. de- of syringas and, lifting up a Back in get your coat and take you home."
which something clinked, tossed It The man leaned forward in his chair,
"Two eternities!" he cries in
stop a mo- under the seat of the big red car.
Patricia looked up. "Are you marspair; "but, then, I can when
I go - "Got 'em all?" came from her prince ried?" she asked
ment Tuesday morning
suddenly.
in an eager whisper, with a furtive
past."
"No. Are you?"
backward glance at the darkened win
"Oh, can you? How perfectly love"No."
I
house behind them.
ly Well, if you must go, good night." dows of the
Then
they both laughed.
was
I
the
laconic
dear?
you
"Sure,"
thought
answer, and
"Are you cold,
Patricia continued, "1
"Because,"
car
its
and
occupants shot down
shivered. Mabel, do take care of your- the
prefer, In this instance, to be sensible
.oif love. Oh. how I long for the day the road, leaving Jane to stare, open' rather
than strictly proper. There Is
when you will be all" my own, and I mouthed, after it.
no one home at my house and there
came
The
wind
that
morn
next
from
every
explanation
can shield you
Is no one here to get your- - dinner.
ing and with it her prince's reasons
Wows, tut I must go. Well, good
I am not much of a cook but I
Now,
for maintaining such strict Incognito
night"
intend to get your dinner for you,
to
were
made
clear
Jane.
then,
but,
Archie;
so
yet,
"It is early
There was not a piece of silver left The girl looked him squarely In the
if vou want to go, why, I won't say
"
In
her father's establishment, not even eyes. "There Is not a bit of sense in
anvthing more.
alone here and me alone
"Mabel, If you look at me like that, a teaspoon, save some plated stuff your sitting
"
when
especially
there,
could
to
tear
have
able
that
eyes
at
be
told
myself
never
practiced
I shall
A light had come
what?"
"When
was
with
offended
a
not
are
worthless!
practically
glance
away! You
Jane ventured one question as she into Dick's eyes.
nr Archie, are you, love? No, I
best
"When I when you are
thought you could not be so cruel! sat with her father in the library that friend's brother." She turnedmy
quickly
at
the
so
hour
she
afternoon
must
goodshould
now;
go
I
And really
toward the kitchen.
have kept her tryst.
night, good night."
"Do you know when the young Lord
"Alice said there was a nice little
And as the sonorous notes of the
"
steak and some lettuce
old man's snoring rise and fall on the Fttz Maurice is coming home?"
lord?"
her
"The
father
turned
stared
young
Archie
"Alice!"
Pat
toward
away
nearly
goes
swiftly
air.
till
broken-hearte- d
for a minute, but dl at her in amazement. "There isn't him, her cheeks scarlet. "What does
" She
lord. The property went Alice know about this affair
rectly he lights a cigar, and feels any ofyoung
the hands of the Fltz Maurices looked suspiciously at Dick Farel.
,out
reconciled.
And Mabel locks the door behind ten years ago and belongs to a bald- "Did she know you were here?"
stockheaded widower named Griggs."
"Sure; I saw her in town and she
him, and goes upstairs in her
breathed Jane
hair in papers,
"Oh,"
her
me how to get in and to make
and
told
puts
feet,
ing
That night Tom Anson, encouraged myself perfectly at home."
and dons the old gloves she sleeps in
in Jane's manner, put
Patricia was looking at him accus
to keep her hands soft, and wonders by something
anybody the momentous question once more.
ingly.
if it ever was soashardis for
And he was promptly and unequivo
it for jer and
'I wouldn't have frightened you out
to say good-nigcally accepted.
of your wits with a gun If I had known
Archie.
about you," he put In, defending
himself."
The
Other
Legs.
Positively Brutal.
Then Pat smiled.
I don't see how you
i; 'il'am
get
Husband We'll have to get rid of
"Alice is not very particular about
hobble
in your
skirt.
rt)
r.'O'
limit.
the
She's
our cook.
Do you remember whom she sends to you. for a cook.
Hicham
y:s
the
dinner?
like
Wife Don't you
"Sis knows I am not looking forv. hcn
it tcck a surgical operation to
Husband No. Why, it couldn't be
Dick looked Into the girl's
cook."
skin-tigof
cut
your
you
worse if you had cooked it your- '
good-nigh-
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The Information that Geronimo, the
medicine man of the
San Carlos Apaches was dead at Fort
Sill, where he had been a prisoner
of war, was hailed with delight by
every resident of the eouthweet, who
has not forgotten the Geronlmo out
break and the months .of murder, rapine and outrage which terrorized the
inhabitants from Colorado to the City
of Mexico.
Just before this famous outbreak of
blood-thirst-

y

CARLOAD OF BABIES
FOR DENVER
LITTLE FAIRY TO

TO

HOMES
ENLIVEN

HOUSE CAN BE HAD FOR THE
MERE ASKING

Denver, March

7.

There's a mite

of a baby back in New York city
waiting to fill that vacant chair in
your home. Its pudgy arms will Just

about fit around your neck ana ita
eyes exactly mate! those of the baby
who is gone.
In two weeks the consignment of
orphans regularly sent out over the
country by the Sisters, of Charity in
the metropolis will start for the west.
Sunday it waa announced in all the
Catholic churches of the diocese that
there are plenty of children for all
demands and that regularly made up
application blanks can be had from
the pastors. Every year between 400
and 500 children are given into homes
secured In this manner, and after
that annually an agent from the
home Institution goes about to look
into the condition of the children
given out for adoption.
The children taken (from New York
orphanage may be returned to that
institution any time up to the age
of 12 years, "if they are not found
satisfactory," according to the literature sent out by the sisters.
The application blanks are to be
filled In with the age of the child
nationality,
wanted, the complexiori,
and whether boy or girl. There is
such a large number at abandoned
youngsters In care of the sisters that
all applicants can be satisfied. The
children have absolutely no claims
upon them. They are surrendered by
their parents or left as foundlings at
the sisters' door They are guaranteed to be healthy, too, the circulars

moccasin tracks and the trail of the
lodge poles that the party was the
hereditary enemy of tho Utes. Tabywana sent his captives to southern
Colorado with an escort, and the balthe
trailed
of the outfit
ance
"snakes."
Near Henrietta the Utes met Captain Lawton and his intrepid squadron of the Seventh
Cavalry. The
Utes Joined forces" with the troops

treacherous
and
the bloodthirsty
chief
head
of the
Apache, Tabywana
Colorado Utes went on the warpath
for ponies, eoalpe, Mexican women
and other loot which might fall to
his war party.
On the banks of Medicine Creek,
Oklahoma, laden with ispoil, many
captives and a big band of ponies
and a large herd of cattle, Tabywana
crossed the trail of Geronimo's party. It waa easy to tell from the
.

are fewer
children to
childless homes. But on account of
the number of orphan charges of this
diocese the sisters have never had a
This
call for a baby from Denver.
time, however, they already have received a number of applications and
are therefore anxious to learn to
whom else to bring children when
the special car starto west.
From isolated districts where there
are no orphanages there are frequent
requests for children from the New
York city home, and these are filed
to await the annual tour of the car.

and drove the Apaches far back into
the mountains of Mexico where they
surrendered.
Edwin Milton Royte in drawing the
character of the famous Ute chief,
has done so from life and the entire
atmosphere of his western drama
drama "The Squaw Man,' which E.
H. Pierce and company are presenting, breathes the days of the vanishing West. "The Squaw Man" will be
seen at the Duncan tomorrow night

New Mexico, where there

orphanages to supply

LAS VEGAS
has a climate of unsurpassed healthful- ness without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 800
days of sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by moon-tai- n
streams or from wells of no great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen lnnhei, average, occurring principally In July and August
The soli Is highly fertile and easy of working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower in price than we know of anywhere else
wtiere conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced aci entlfically, lj proving to be successful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surroundthe
city is now being constructed.
ing
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality li
quarried nearby.
The Pecoa National Forest w hlch is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost
Stock raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National
Forest with Its grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.

XL'

A SPLENDID TONIC
Cora, Ky, Mrs. Iva Moore, of this
place, eays, "I was so weak, I could
hardly walk. I tried Cardui, and Was

greatly .relieved. It is a splendid tonic. I have recommended Cardui to
many friends, who tried it with good
results." Testimony like this come2
unsolicited, front thousands of earnest women, who have been benefited
by the timely use of that successful
tonic medicine, Cardui. Purely vegetable, mild, but reliable, Cardui well
merits its high place in the esteem
of those who have tried it. It relieves
women's pains, and strengthens weak
women. It la certainly worth a trial.
Your druggist sella Cardui.

THE REACH 1911 GUIDE
That one more ball season Is upon
demonstrated
us is convincingly
Official
of
Reach's
appearance
through
American League Guide for 1911; being, as usual, first in the field and this
spring earlier Jban ever. The 1911
Guide, which has been edited for many
years by Editor Rlchter, of "Sporting-Life,is always up to the high standard set by, the Reach Guide ever since
the Incumbency of the present editor,
but it can be Justly stated that the
1911 Guide is the best of the long
Reach series alike in the matter of
text, illustrations, quality of paper,
state- This Is the first time the special binding and all the details that go to
baby train has made arrangements to make up a handsome as well as readcome to Denver. It has often visited able book.

"

VICINITY

OTHERS

The greatest crisis In a woman's life
is when first she becomes a mother.
All the physical strength Of her
nature is demanded at such times,
and it is necessary that her system

be thoroughly prepared for the event,
In order that her health be preserved
for future years. Mother's Friend
Is woman's safest reliance; It Is a medicine for external use, composed of oils
and other ingredients which assist nature in all necessary physical changes of
the system. Its regular use before the coming of baby prepares the muscles
and tendons for the unusual strain, aids in expanding the skin and flesh fibres,
and strengthens all the membranes and tissues. Mother's Friend lessens the pain
and danger at the crisis, and leaves
the mother in such healthful con
dition that her recovery is always
rapid and natural. Mother's Friend
Is sold at drug stores. Write for our
free hook for expectant mothers.
TPti 71 IT TkCTTv
BEADFIELD REGULATOR CO.,
Atlanta, Ga.
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LOCAL NEWS

LENTEN SPECIALTIES

A FEW

No long waits

at Colette's barber

Old Crow sold over,

Charter Oak Smoked Bloaters, Extra Fancy,
25c
3 for!

ltncH every morning at

10 o'clock

atfLong'

Fat Holland Milchner Herring, 6 for

25c

lflVr White Kitchen meals. The best

,

each

Extra Fancy White Fish in Brine, each 20c

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fanMrs. Josle Baker and Charles Scott
1017 Tilden- - Telephone were united in marriage last evening
Main 357.
In the parlors of the New Optlo hotel.

cy gowns.

AT

THE STORE THAT'S

JUKS

193 or Main

BUST

194

4

Timothy Hay
White Cleaned

.Oats..

Bran, Corn, Corn Chops
ANr

"OUR PRIDE FLOUR"

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

131

ESTABLISHED 187

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

The Logical Place to Buy
Onion Sets,
Bulk Sweet Pea Seed,

Kentucky Blue Grass Seed
Package Seeds of All Kinds

The wedding came as a complete surand sign prise to the friends of Mr. and Mrs.
carriage
painting by a practical painter. 429 Scott, .who arranged for the wedding
Grand avenue.
with the strictest
secrecy. Mrs
Scott has been proprietor of the New
The Greater Laa Vegas band will Optlo for several months and is pophold ita regular rehearsal this even ular with the patrons of the hostelry.
ing in the armory. All the members Her regular guests, some of whom
are urged to be present.
(have been In the hotel for some time,
were completely taken by surprise
A marriage license was issued yes when they say the clergyman walk in
terday at the court house to Mrs. S. and realized a wedding ceremony was
Baker, aged 28, and Charles Scott, about to be performed. Mr. Scott Is
aged 37. Both are residents of East a popular Santa Fe trainman. Mr.
Las Vegas.
and Mrs. Scott will continue to reside in Las Vegas.
The American Woman's League
will meet at the home of Mrs. JohanAt a meeting of (he East Las Vena Vollmer on the boulevard tomor- gas fire department held last evening
row evening at 7:30 sharp. There In the City Hall, D. Do ran was electwill be a domestic science lesson.
ed driver to succeed Bert Kenney,
who resigned.
Do ran will reside in
Don't miss seeing, the program at the fire station, have charge of the
the Photoplay tonight, two real fea wagon and horses and will drive the
tures. "His Trust." Biograph; "His company's street sprinkling wagon
The
Fulfilled." Biograph.
Trust
during the summer months. Kenney
best war pictures shown. Tonight is undecided as to what line of work
only.
he will take np. His successor is
said to be a good man for the place.
The Fraternal Brotherhood hall has The
department also transacted con
been engaged by the B'Nal B'Rith and siderable other business.
it will hold there its annual Purim
dawe on the .evening of March 14. The
"Your coat fits me. I hope mine
dance is for members of the lodge, fits you. Please arrest
yourself,"
their families and friends.
was .the message sent yesterday bj"
Colonel M. L. Stern to C. E. New
A bad mud hole disfigures that por
comer, deputy United States marshal.
tion of Washington avenue between Colonel Stern and Marshal Newcomer
Sixth and Seventh streets. It can easi- were on the train
together Sunday
ly be' drained off if the city will dig evening. Mr. Newcomer got off at
a trench along the gutter line for a Lamy, going to Santa Fe. He took
Thl3 Colonel Stern's
distance of five or six yards.
coat, leaving his own
should be done.
for tne Albuquerque man. When the
colonel discovered the exchange he
N. B. Roseberry, who has been ill sent Newcomer
the above message.
is able to be up
for several-weeksand walk about his home, and friends
Considerable complaint' has . been
hope he will soon be out again. His made by people who are endeavoring
ailment has been diagnosed as ulcer- to maintain
pretty lawns because of
ated stomach. It was feared for some children
running about on their premtime the disease was cancer.
ises on their way to and from school.
Many people have found their lawns
The Colored Burial association will
badly cut up by the feet of the young
meet tonight in the African Methodist sters
during the recent wet weather.
church near the Normal. Everybody
They request teachers and parents to
Free ask the children to do their
Interested is invited to attend.
playing
refreshments will be served. The either on the walks or in streets.
African Methodist church has authorized G. M. Smith to receive all bills
Dr. H. M. Smith, superintendent of
against the congregation, which is the New Mexico Hospital for the In
about to make an effort to clean up sane, has
placed an order through a
all its debts.
local agent, for a handsome 1911 mod
el Overland motor car. He was one
Sixty men who have been employ of the original auto bugs of the
city.
ed by the Agua Pura company in cut- It is said that there are several other
ting ice at Lake George, Colo., dur Las Vegans who have decided to
buy
ing the past two weeks, returned this cars this season.
afternoon. About seventy-fiv- e
tons
of ice a day were cut off the lake by
Santa Fe train No. 10, due here at
the men, the Agua Pura company 1:45 p. m., was several
hours late toshipping it out as rapidly as the cars day, being marked to arrive
tonight
could be loaded. A large part of the at 8:45
o'clock. Engine trouble south
ice was used in filling contracts with of
Albuquerque is said to have been
the Santa Fe in Albuquerque and the cause for the
delay. A stub train
Belen, while many tons were stored was run on No. 10's
schedule, arriv
here.
ing here on time.

Onion & Son

Store Phone Main

4G2,

Ranch Phone 276.

LEST YOU FORGET. tVE WILL HAVE
DURING EASTER A FULL SUPPLY OF

Fresh Fish
SUCH AS

New Norway Mackerel
Cod Fish
Salt Herring, etc.
Also Canned Fish of all Kinds.

Halibut
Catfish
Sea Bass
Bancuda,
RedSnapper.Croppies
Smelts
Salmon,
Crabs, etc.
Oysters,

Smoked
Bloaters
White Fish
Salmon
U
Halibut
Tennan Haddie, etc

Salt Fish

.

,

'

Poultry

Turkeys, Geese, Ducks
Hens, Springs,
Rabbits, etc.

PLANS UNDER WAY

95c Bach

FOR BASEBALL CLUB
OF A WINNING
TEAM FOR LAS VEGAS WILL
BEGIN SOON

Shirts in colors that will not
fade, shirts in plain or
pleated bosoms, shirts with
cuffs attached or detached

ORGANIZATION

and

Howard Simpkins

President

other members of the Las Vegas
Baseball association are laying plans
for a winning team for Las Vegas this
season.
If the present excellent
weather prevails to the end of the
week a call likely will be given for
candidates for positions on the team
to report at Amusement park next

?

--

Sunday afternoon for preliminary
practice. Slmpkins has been In correspondence with several good pitchers and infielders since the first of
the year and it is planned to secure
some good men for the Maroons.
It is intended to play several early
season games with local talent, grad
ually filling up the weak places with
good men, as they are secured. Games
with the High School and Normal
teams and with Wagon Mound and
Springer will be played first By
the time the team is ready to mea
sure strength with Santa Fe and A.buqueTque, which will not be until
about May 15, owing to the uncer
tainty of the weather before that
date, it will be a strong aggregation
The baseball bug Is working at
the High School and the Normal as
well. Both schools expect to put teams
in the field field this spring. Each has
considerable good talent The Nor
mal expects to play games with the
University of New Mexico, St. Mich
ael's college and other Institutions,
while the Highs will cross bats with
Raton and possibly Albuquerque

NOW ON DISPLAY.

SEE SHOW WINDOW

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

We

Three
Hoosiers Last
Week to Wise
Wives

-

Sold

A Dollar a Week Will
Put One In Your Home

J. C. Johnsen &

The Hoosier
Special Saves Miles of Steps
"
for Tire-- Feeti--

Son.

.

,

A

SHIRT "TALE"

Our Shirt Sale, $1.25

shirts for

95c,

at Greenberger's.

SCREENED ceISos LUMP
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.
-

Foot of
The use of Sunny Monday
laundry soap means economy;
economy in the saving of
clothes saving of time saving of labor. Sunny Monday
is a white soap which contains no rosin. It will double
the life of your clothes, and
one bar of it will go as far as
two bars of any ordinary yellow laundry soap.
Ask your grocer for Sunny
'
Monday.

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phonri MaJfl 227T"
If.,;

The Kareful Klothing Kieaning Ko,

Your
Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

STRICTLY HIGH GRADE

SWEET

BULK

by our careful, scientific
thod.

me-

They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

I. H. STEARNS,

Phone Main 81.

OLIVES

ST):

n

SPRING ANNOUNCEMENT
As You Pass by Look in

30c Per Pint

i!
s

i

it

,

'

WINDOWS and see the new apnng
Styles in BOSTONIAN DRESS SHOES.
Cannot be duplicated for quality and style.

Ol'R
I
,

AT

$3.50, $4, $4.50, $5

BOUCHER'S

,:vJat;5;;'

(The Coffee Man.)

"

';

TAICHERT'S fC

GROCER.
1

614 Lincoln Avenue

QUEEN

We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
aa when new.'

"1.
ij.i
selection.

..

Phone Vegas 450 : " c

This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new.
It does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.

Our growers dive special at
tention to selecting and cleaning.
Now Is the time to make your

All

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

Repair Work a Specialty

,

IN BULK

.,
v.fi
Goods Called for and Delivered
.

They are laundered perfectly

PEA
SEED

JXa t

Phone Main 21

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distill ed Water

CHICAGO

are headquarters for

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

d.SUyj. cmmoN
Main

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

The White Kitchen open all night.
Hot chile and short orders.

Uame

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store

LFELD

I

Automobile,

We

Perry

LUDWIG Wn.

of week,

Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday we
will offer a $1.25 value in
men's shirts. All sizes from
14 to 17, at

cents.

Shirt sale at Greenberger'a, this
week only, $1.25 quality for 95c.

5c

Phone Main

25

the balance

Price will be advanced to 35c within a
week Buy now Phone Main No. 379

Buffet

in Las Vegas for

Bloaters,

GREENBERQER'S

30c a POUND

Euffet

25c

Smoked

SPECIAL 5ALE AT

the bar at Long's

Lake Trout in Brine, Jper pound

Brand

Sllrts

Seed

".J

Blood Red Salmon in Brine, per pound, 23c

Fancy Monogram

Taney
Kentucky Blue Grass

,e,A

,

-

f

-

':'

v

"J.saflfc

